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Message from the Workshop Chair

Welcome to the 2nd international Workshop on Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) Anal-
ysis, a satellite event of the Euromicro Conference on Real-Time Systems held in Vienna,
Austria, 18th June 2002. This is the second event in the series after the successful first
meeting held in Delft.

The aim of the workshop is to provide a forum for discussing current trends and issues
related to the timing analysis of Real-Time Systems with special emphasis on bridging the
gap between industry and academia. The meeting encourages debate and interaction be-
tween participants through short presentations followed by active discussion. The program
of the workshop presents contributions on the following areas of timing analysis:

� Within the context of high-level analysis techniques contributions address path anal-
ysis techniques and issues related to object oriented programming models.

� On low-level analysis techniques the focus is on modelling timing behaviour of pro-
cessor features such as cache effects, branch prediction and speculative execution.

� The industrial view presents timing requirements in the aerospace industry and cur-
rent models of analysis and current tool support.

I would like to express my congratulations to all participants, authors, reviewers, and the
organisation committee that have made this event a successful one.

Dr. Guillem Bernat.
University of York. England, UK





Technical Program

� 9:30 - 10:45 High Level Analysis (chair: Isabelle Puaut)

– A Prototype Tool for Flow Analysis of C Programs.
Jan Gustafsson, Björn Lisper, Nerina Bernmudo, Christer Sandberg and Linus
Sjöberg.
Mälardalen University, Västerås, Sweden.

– A novel Gain Time Reclaiming Framework Integrating WCET Analysis for
Object-Oriented Real-Time Systems.
Erik Yu-Shing Hu, Andy Wellings and Guillem Bernat.
University of York, United Kingdom.

– A Unified Flow Information Language for WCET Analysis.
Andreas Ermedahl, Uppsala University, Sweden.
Jakob Engblom, IAR Systems AB, Sweden.
Friedhelm Stappert, C-LAB, Germany.

� 10:45 - 11:10 Coffee Break

� 11:10 - 12:00 Tools (chair: Jan Gustafsson)

– WCET Estimation from Object Code Implemented in the PERF Environment.
Douglas Renaux, João Goés and Robson Linhares.
Laboratory of Embedded Systems Innovation and Technology, Brasil.

– Status of the BOUND-T WCET Tool.
Niklas Holsti and Sami Saarinen.
Space Systems Finland Ltd., Espoo, Finland

� 12:00 - 12:10 Break

� 12:10 - 13:00 Industrial Views (chair: Peter Puschner)

– You Can’t Control what you Can’t Measure, or Why it’s Close to Impossible to
Guarantee Real-Time Software Performance on a CPU with On-Chip Cache.
Nat Hillary and Ken Madsen.
Applied Microsystems Corp./Wind River Sysrems Inc.

– The European Space Agency’s Involvement and interest in WCET and Schedul-
ing Analysis.
Morter Rytter Nielsen, Eric Conquet and Jean-Loup Terraillon.
ESA, Nordwjik, Netherlands.

� 13:00 - 14:30 Lunch



� 14:30 - 15:45 Low Level Analysis (chair: Stefan Petters)

– Cache Modelling vs Static Cache Locking for Schedulability Analysis in Multi-
tasking Real-Time Systems.
Isabelle Puaut.
IRISA, Rennes, France.

– A Framework to Model Branch Prediction for WCET Analysis.
Tulika Mitra and Abhik Roychoudhury.
National University of Singapore, Singapore.

– Difficulties in computing the WCET for Processors with Speculative Execution.
Christine Rochange and Pascal Sainrat.
Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse, France.

� 15:45 - 16:15 Coffee Break

� 16:15 - 17:30 Issues in WCET Analysis (chair: Niklas Holsti)

– Why You Can’t Analyze RTOSs without Considering Applications and Vice
Versa.
Jörn Schneider.
Saarland University, Saarbrücken, Germany.

– How Much Worst Case is Needed in WCET Estimation?
Stefan Petters.
University of York, United Kingdom.

– Is WCET Analysis a Non-Problem? - Towards New Software and Hardware
Architectures.
Peter Puschner.
University of Vienna, Austria.

� 20:00 Dinner
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Abstract

This paper proposes a novel gain time reclaiming frame-
work integrating WCET analysis for object-oriented real-time
systems in order to provide greater flexibility and without loss
of the predicability and efficiency of the whole system. In this
paper we present an approach which demonstrates how to im-
prove the utilisation and overall performance of the whole sys-
tem by reclaiming gain time at run-time. Our approach shows
that integrating WCET with gain time reclaiming not only can
provide a more flexible environment to develop object-oriented
real-time applications, but it also does not necessarily result in
unsafe or unpredictable timing analysis.

Keywords : Gain Time, Real-Time Java, Worst-Case Execu-
tion Time (WCET) Analysis, Object-Oriented WCET

1. Introduction

There is a trend towards using object-oriented programming
languages, such as Java and C++, to develop real-time appli-
cations. The success of hard real-time systems, undoubtedly,
relies upon their capability of producing functionally correct
results within defined timing constraints. In order to achieve
this, the processor and resource requirements of the hard real-
time tasks have to be reserved. However, this may result in
under utilisation and lead to very poor performance for ape-
riodic tasks. Unfortunately, object-oriented programming lan-
guages support more dynamic behaviour than procedural pro-
gramming languages, and some of these features may bring
about object-oriented applications having a more pessimistic
worst-case behaviour. In consequence, object-oriented real-
time systems may suffer from significantly lower utilisation and
poorer overall performance of the whole system than procedu-
ral real-time systems.

Most scheduling algorithms assume that the WCET of each
task is known prior to doing the schedulability analysis. Typi-
cally, the WCET analysis and schedulability analysis are car-
ried out separately. On the one hand, sophisticated tech-
niques for WCET analysis [6, 14, 13], for instance to model

∗This work has been funded by the EPSRC under award number GR/M94113

caching and pipelining, are used in order to achieve safe and
tight WCET estimation. However, most WCET analysis ap-
proaches are only considered in relation to procedural program-
ming languages. Some research groups have proposed various
approaches [8, 15] to address these issues, but most approaches
result in developing environments which are inflexible and very
limited. On the other hand, in order to develop more flexible
real-time systems, a number of research groups have proposed
various flexible scheduling algorithms [5, 12], for instance pri-
ority server algorithms [5] and slack stealing algorithm [12].
In general, these flexible scheduling algorithms are mainly fo-
cused on the use of WCET to improve the performance of the
aperiodic tasks at run-time. They have, however, paid insuf-
ficient attention the fact that, for the most part, hard real-time
tasks are not executing via the worst-case execution time path.
Therefore, even though they have demonstrated very complex
scheduling algorithms to improve the average performance of
the whole system, the improvements are still limited and the
overhead of the implementation is extremely high or it is some-
times not even possible to implement them in practice.

In general, the spare capacity of the real-time system may
be divided into three groups [7]: extra capacity, gain time, and
spare time. Extra capacity is the capacity which is not allocated
for hard real-time tasks during the design phase. This can be
identified off-line. The gain time is produced when the hard
real-time tasks execute in less than their worst-case execution
times. This may only be reclaimed at run-time since it depend
on the actual executions of the tasks [7]. The spare time may be
defined as a situation in which the sporadic tasks do not arrive
at their maximum rate. Most flexible scheduling algorithms are
mainly focused on reclaiming the extra capacity of the system.
Only some research approaches [9, 1] have discussed how to re-
claim the gain time. However, they have tended to focus on pro-
cedural programming languages, rather than on object-oriented
programming languages.

In this paper we propose an approach which demonstrates
how to improve the utilisation and performance of the whole
system by reclaiming gain time at run-time. We use a gain
time reclaiming mechanism to compensate for the tradeoff
among the flexibility, efficiency and predictability. Our ap-
proach shows that integrating WCET analysis with gain time
reclaiming not only may achieve high utilisation and high per-



formance of the whole real-time system, but also keep the flex-
ibility of the object-oriented real-time applications. The major
contributions of this paper are:

• presenting how to address the dynamic behaviour of
object-oriented programming features with minimum an-
notations

• demonstrating how to reclaim the gain times of object-
oriented real-time systems with the gain time reclaiming
graphs

• balancing the flexibility and predicability of object-
oriented real-time applications by integrating WCET anal-
ysis

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives
an overview of our previous work. Section 3 demonstrates how
gain times can be reclaimed in object-oriented real-time sys-
tems. Finally, the conclusion and future work are presented in
Section 4.

2. Previous Work

Our previous work, called Extended Real-Time Java
(XRTJ)[11], extends the current Real-Time Java architecture
[4] proposed by the Real-Time Java Expert Group. The XRTJ
architecture has been developed with the whole software de-
velopment process in mind: from the design phase to run-time
phases. For example, using our approach, the system can be
evaluated during the design, and the timing constraints of the
application can be validated during run-time. We integrate our
approach with the portable WCET analysis, proposed by Bernat
et al. [3] and extended by Bate et al. [2], for the WCET estima-
tion.

In our previous approach [11], we have introduced the Ex-
tensible Annotations Class (XAC) format, which stores extra
information that cannot be expressed in the source code. The
XAC format is an annotation structure that can be stored in files
or as an additional code attribute in Java Class Files (JCF).
We have also addressed dynamic dispatching issues in object-
oriented real-time applications [10]. Here, minimum annota-
tions are provided to ensure the predictability of dynamic bind-
ing methods and estimate safe and tight WCET for hard real-
time applications. However, our previous work mainly focused
on the analysis of the hard real-time object-oriented tasks.

3. Gain Time Reclaiming

In order to balance the tradeoff between the flexibility and
efficiency of the real-time systems, gain time reclaiming needs
to be applied. For the most part, the gain time reclaiming in
object-oriented programming languages may be classified in
three groups: structural constraints reclaiming, functional con-
straints reclaiming, and object constraints reclaiming. We use
some WCET annotations, which are presented in our previous

//@ GainTime(Units /path /mode /method) –A1
//@ Dyn GainTime(maxLoopcount, Scope Name) –A2
//@ OO GainTime(Object Name) –A3

Table 1. Gain Time Reclaiming Annotations

approaches [11, 10], in figures 1 and 2 . Further details of each
reclaiming mechanism are discussed below.

Note that the WCET annotations used in the following ex-
amples to discuss the gain time reclaiming mechanism can be
added either manually by developers or automatically by mod-
ified compilers or tools.

3.1. Structural Constraints Reclaiming

From the point of view of the syntax of the programming
languages, the real-time tasks allow construction with a num-
ber of basic blocks, conditional branches, and call procedures.
These components of a real-time task, in general, may be rep-
resented by a control flow graph (CFG). It can be observed that
the actual execution time of real-time tasks may vary, if the
execution paths of the task or iteration times are varied at run-
time. This section is mainly concerned with reclaiming gain
times, which depend on the structural constraints of a specific
real-time task.

1 ...
2 public check data () {
3 int i , morecheck, wrongone;
4 i =0; morecheck=1; wrongone=−1;
5

6 //@ DefineScope(checkLoop)
7 while ( morecheck) {
8 // Say WCET=20 cycles
9 if ( data [ i ] < 0) {

10 //@ GainTime(100 cycles);
11 wrongone=i; morecheck=0;
12 //@ GainTime (Error mode);
13 }
14 // Say WCET=120 cycles
15 else {
16 ...
17 if (++i >= DATASIZE)
18 morecheck=0;
19 }

20 }
21 //@ Dyn GainTime(50, checkLoop);
22 ...
23

24 // Say WCET=10 cycles
25 if (wrongone >= 0) {
26 //@ Mode(Error mode);
27 ...
28 return 0;
29 }
30 // Say WCET=50 cycles
31 else {
32 //@ Mode(Noml mode);
33 ...
34 return 1;
35 }
36 }
37 ...

Figure 1. An example of gain time reclaiming [13]

Our approach is similar to Audsley et al.’s approach [1],
which is proposed for procedural programming language. We
have defined two annotations (A1 & A2), which are given in Ta-
ble 1, to cope with structural constraints reclaiming. As shown
in Figure 1, we can annotate the static gain time, such as pre-
calculated unites or paths, with annotation A1, and the dynamic
gain time, defined for unknown iteration times, with annota-
tion A2. In Figure 1, the if-then-else basic block can reclaim
100 cycles at Line 10, if the condition expression is TRUE (i.e.
data[i] < 0) and the while-loop is part of its worst case path.
With respect to the dynamic gain time, we can simply add an
annotation to a non-constant iteration loop, such as for-loop or
while-loop, in order to reclaim gain times at run-time.

Essentially, the gain time can be reclaimed as soon as the
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exact execution path of the task or iteration time are identified.
Note that either the run-time system, such as the Virtual Ma-
chine, must support a mechanism to count the exact iteration
of the loop at run-time or addition code must be introduced by
an annotation aware compiler to count the loops. It should also
be noted that it could be possible that the actual reclaimed gain
time is less than the run-time overhead of the reclaiming. In
this situation, the gain time should be either neglected or accu-
mulated until it is worth reporting.

3.2. Functional Constraints Reclaiming

This section is mainly concerned with reclaiming the gain
times which suffer from functional constraints. This covers the
issues that remain from the previous sections, which did not
take into account the functional and data dependencies of the
exclusive paths or modes of the real-time task.

Identifying the exclusive paths [13] or various modes [6] in
order to calculate the WCET estimation of the real-time pro-
gram is widely used in the WCET field. Based on design
knowledge, the annotations of the exclusive paths or modes
may be distinguished during the design phase. Using these an-
notations, the WCET estimation of each exclusive path or mode
may be calculated. However, one should note that it is possible
that the WCET estimations of the exclusive paths or different
modes are spread over a wide range, and the exact execution
path or mode cannot be determined during the design phase.
As a result, the WCET estimation could be very pessimistic. In
order to address this, we propose a gain time reclaiming frame-
work which takes into account the functional constraints of the
structure of the programs.

In our approach, we use the gain time annotation (A1), given
in Table 1, to identify where the exclusive path or mode can be
determined. As soon as the specific execution path or mode
is determined or executed, the associated gain time of the exe-
cuted path or mode can be reclaimed. Again using the previous
example in Figure 1, the A1 annotation can be annotated at Line
12 to reclaim the functional associated gain time at run-time.
It can be observed that using functional constraints reclaiming
may reclaim the gain time earlier than the structural constraint
reclaiming.

3.3. Object Constraints Reclaiming

So far, we have only discussed the gain time reclaiming
which may apply to both procedural and object-oriented pro-
gramming languages. We have argued for the need to use
dynamic dispatching and demonstrated how to guarantee the
deadline of hard real-time tasks in our previous work [10]. Our
previous approach has shown that allowing the use of dynamic
dispatching not only can provide a more flexible way to develop
object-oriented hard real-time applications, but it also does not
necessarily result in unpredictable timing analysis. Essentially,
a //@maxWCET() annotation is used to indicate the WCET of
a dynamic dispatching method call. However, we cannot avoid
the fact that the use of //@maxWCET() might have relatively
pessimistic results if the class family is too large or the WCET

/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Assume that Class A is a parent
class . Class B, C and D extend A,
and override the m1() methd.
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
...
class App extends RealtimeThread {

...
public void run () {

//@ OO GainTime (aa);
A aa= new A();
//@ OO GainTime (bb);
B bb= new B();
C cc= new C();
D dd= new D();
...

/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Initial values of x , y and z

are from the environment.
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
...
if (x > 5) {

...
cc = dd;

}
...

if (y == 5) {
...

aa = dd;
}
else {

...
aa = bb;

}
...
// type changing

bb = cc;
...
if (z == true ) {

...
aa .m1;
...

aa .m1;
} else {

...
aa .m1;

}
...

bb.m1;
...

bb.m1;
}

}

Figure 2. An example of object constraints re-
claiming

estimations for different classes are spread over a wide range of
values. In order to compensate for the penalty of the flexibil-
ity of the object-oriented programming, gain time reclaiming is
required.

Before discussing further details of the object constraint re-
claiming, two novel terminologies are introduced below.

• An Object Type Lifetime Graph (OTLG) is a diagram
which represents lifetimes of types of particular objects
in a specific task. An OTLG is made of two types of com-
ponent: node and edge. A node denotes a place where
the type of the object is changed, whereas an edge illus-
trates the lifetime of a particular type of object between
two nodes.

• An Object Gain Time Reclaiming Graph (OGTRG) is a di-
agram which illustrates places where the object constraint
reclaiming may take place. An OGTRG also consists of
two types of component: node and edge. A node denotes
a place where the gain time can be reclaimed, whereas an
edge illustrates that there is no gain time reclaiming taking
place.

Essentially, the value of the dynamic dispatching gain time
of each object can be calculated as follows: //@GainTime()=
//@maxWCET()-//@UseWCET(). The annotations of the object
gain time reclaiming may be generated by using design knowl-
edge or by producing an OGTRG. In order to reduce the run-
time overhead, annotation A3 may be applied to define which
object’s gain times are going to be reclaimed. The procedure of
object gain time reclaiming is given as follows.

The control flow graph (CFG) can be produced from the
source code (or Java class file) for each hard real-time task.
Based on the CFG, the OTLG, which illustrates the lifetime
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Figure 3. A diagram of producing OGTRG

of an object, can be produced. In the OTLG diagram, symbolic
references may be applied to represent the relationship between
the dynamic dispatching objects of the same class family dur-
ing run-time. Using the CFG diagram and the OTLG diagram
of each object, the exact places and amounts of gain time re-
claiming can be identified. These gain time reclaiming places
can be illustrated in an OGTRG for each object. Following this,
the gain time reclaiming of all objects in the real-time task can
be merged together and provided for the run-time environment
(or Java virtual machine) to reclaim them. A diagram which
illustrates the transformation from CFG to OGTRG is given in
Figure 3.

Solving the symbolic expression of an associated class fam-
ily can improve the reclaiming as early as possible. As shown in
figures 2 and 3, the gain time of the object bb can be reclaimed
as soon as the type of the object cc is determined.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has demonstrated a novel gain time reclaiming
framework integrating WCET analysis for object-oriented real-
time systems. Our approach shows that integrating WCET with
gain time reclaiming not only can provide a more flexible envi-
ronment to develop object-oriented real-time applications, but
may achieve high utilisation and high performance of the whole
real-time system.

Here, we have mainly discussed the dynamic behaviour of
object-oriented features, which is exclusively restricted to a
consideration of the language syntax and semantic aspects.
In order to cover as much dynamic behaviour of the object-
oriented programming features as possible, our future work has
to take into account: memory management, dynamic loading

and extension, and remote method invocation (RMI) issues.
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Abstract

In this paper we raise the question if it is possible

to create a unified flow information language that all

WCET research groups can agree upon, and that is in-

dependent of flow analysis and calculation methods.

We discuss desired characteristics of such a flow in-

formation language and describe the type of flows that

it should be able to express. We present our previ-

ously published flow fact annotation language and dis-

cuss how it fulfils the desired language properties.

1. Introduction

A correct WCET calculation method must take into
account the possible program flow, like loop iterations
and function calls. For expressing program flows nu-
merous annotation languages have been presented in
the WCET literature. The expressiveness and the type
of flows that can be handled by these languages mostly
depend on the characteristics of flow analysis meth-
ods used, rather than being targeted for the potential
WCET tool user.

To generate a WCET estimate, we consider a pro-
gram to be processed through the phases of program

flow analysis, low level analysis and calculation. Most
WCET research groups make a similar division nota-
tionally, but sometimes integrate two or more of the
phases into a single algorithm.

The program flow analysis phase determines pos-
sible program flows, and provides information about
which functions get called, how many times loops iter-

† This work is performed within the Advanced Software Tech-
nology (ASTEC, http://www.docs.uu.se/astec) competence
center, supported by the Swedish National Board for Industrial
and Technical Development (NUTEK, http://www.nutek.se).
∗ Friedhelm is a PhD student at C-LAB (www.c-lab.de), which

is a cooperation of Paderborn University and Siemens.

ate, if there are dependencies between if-statements,
etc. The information can be obtained by manual anno-

tations (integrated in the programming language [14]
or provided separately [6, 9, 19]). The flow informa-
tion can also be derived using automatic flow analysis

methods [7, 10, 13, 22].

In the calculation phase a program WCET estimate
is derived, combining the information derived in the
program flow and low-level analysis phases. There are
three main categories of calculation methods proposed
in literature: tree-based, path-based, and IPET (Im-
plicit Path Enumeration Technique).

In a tree-based approach the WCET is calculated in
a bottom-up traversal of a tree generally corresponding
to a syntactical parse tree of the program, using rules
defined for each type of compound program statement
(like a loop or an if-statement) to determine the exe-
cution time at each level of the tree [1, 2, 16, 20].

In a path-based approach the possible execution
paths of a program or piece of a program are explored
explicitly to find the longest path [10, 12, 22, 23]. The
path-based approach is natural within a single loop it-
eration or function.

In IPET, program flow and low-level execution time
are modeled using arithmetic constraints [6, 9, 15, 18,
21]. Each basic block and program flow edge in the
program is given a time (tentity) and a count vari-
able (xentity), and the goal is to maximize the sum∑

i∈entities
xi ∗ ti, subject to constraints reflecting the

structure of the program and possible flows.

2. Representing Program Flow

The program flow phase can be further divided into
three different subphases:

1. Flow analysis: Obtaining flow information. By
manual annotations or automatic flow analysis.

2. Flow representation: Representing the results of
the flow analysis.
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3. Calculation: Using the control flow information (as
represented in the flow representation) in the final
WCET calculation.

Some WCET methods integrate two or more of the
phases. We believe that the separation of the flow anal-
ysis from the calculation reduces the complexity of each
stage. Also, by keeping the flow analysis phase separate
from the flow representation, results from several dif-
ferent flow analysis methods and manual annotations
can be integrated and used together in the calculation
phase.

When designing a language for expressing flow infor-
mation there are a number of choices to be made:

• Expressiveness: What type of flows should be pos-
sible to express? What type of language constructs
should be used?

• Code relation: How is the information related to
different entities in the program code?

• Calculation conversion: How should the information
be used in the final calculation phase?

2.1. Expressiveness
We first note, that a natural way to give flow infor-

mation is by constraining the number of times different
program entities, e.g. loops, statement, nodes or edges,
can be taken. This can either be precise bounds, e.g.
that a loop is iterated exactly ten times, or upper or
lower bounds, e.g. that node A can’t be taken more
than five times. It is also beneficial if we can relate the
executions of different program entities, e.g. that node
A and node B will always be executed together.

The language can consist of named special rela-
tions between entities (e.g. using constructs like Parks
samepath(A,B) and nopath(A,B) [19]). An alterna-
tive is to use a more generic style based on math, like
our flow fact language [6]. The benefit of a generic
math-based language is that it can express flows that
are hard to put in words and that there is no obvious
limit to the types of flows that can be expressed. On
the other hand, a special purpose language is easier to
understand, but requires that new language constructs
are invented in order to express new flows.

The language must reflect the flows found in real-
world programs. Researchers have investigated em-
bedded software [4], the RTEMS operating system [3]
and common signal-processing algorithms [8]. The re-
sults are not in complete agreement on the properties
and flows typical for embedded software, showing that
more research and knowledge is needed here.

One observation is that flow information is mostly
local in its nature, specifying something valid for a
small part of a program or a particular invocation of
a function. Thus, it is not always suitable to specify

flow information once for each entity in the program.
E.g. we would like to be able to specify that some node
A can’t be executed during the first five iterations of a
loop or give a loop bound valid for just some particular
executions of a loop. A language should allow for such
local flow information to be expressed.

2.2. Code Relation
First we note that it is natural to express flow in-

formation in relation to the entities available in the
program code. Flow information can be provided in
relation to the source code, intermediate code in a
compiler, or the object code. If provided on source
code level, the information must be mapped to the ob-
ject code to be used in the WCET calculation. In the
presence of optimizing compilers, this problem is non-
trivial [5, 17].

Automatic flow analysis is probably easier to per-
form at the source code or intermediate code, since
variables and other entities of interest are harder to
identify in optimized object code. Also, for the po-
tential WCET-tool end-user manual annotations are
typically easier to provide at the source-code level.

Another issue is if the flow information should be
included as a part of the programming language or pro-
vided outside the program. The benefit of language in-
clusion is that it forces the programmer to write code in
an analysable manner. However, this requires compiler
support and makes it harder to try different scenarios.

Specifying the flow information outside the program
source allows it to free itself from the static structure
of the program. For example, by using a call-graph

representation, we can differ between invocations of the
same function when called from different places in the
code. An example of the extended version is our scope

graph represention [6].
A good language should provide stability in that pro-

gram changes not related to annotated code should not
force the annotations to change. For example, a prob-
lem with expressing flow information on the object code
level is that the information might need to be regener-
ated every time the program code changes.

An important issue is the ability to handle unstruc-

tured code, e.g. due to uses of goto and jumps into
loops. An optimizing compiler might produce unstruc-
tured object code from structured source code, and au-
tomatic code for state machines also tends to be un-
structured. A general purpose flow information lan-
guage must be general enough to express flows over
such unstructured code.

2.3. Calculation Conversion
Regardless of the flow information language used

the extracted flow information must be ”compiled” or
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if(i < 10) A; // Stmt B and C

else B; // can not be
if(i <= 7) C; // taken together
else D;

for(i=0;i<10;i++) // bound: 10
for(j=i;j<10;j++) // local bound: 10

E; // E executed at
// most 55 times

if( cond )

x = true; // stmt: F
for( ... ) // Execution of G

if( x ) G; // is implied by F

(a) Infeasible path (b) Triangular loop (c) Deeply nested dependency

Figure 1. Example of Code with Different Type of Flows

”adapted” to the calculation method used. The adap-
tation must be safe: never exclude execution paths
which are considered possible by the flow information,
and tight : including as few extra execution paths com-
pared to the provided flow information. Figure 1 gives
example code showing that not all calculation methods
can take advantage of all types of flow information.

The tree-based method [1, 2, 16, 20] is conceptually
simple and computationally cheap, but has problems
handling flow information, since the computations are
local within a single program statement and thus can-
not consider dependencies between statements. For ex-
ample, the code and flow information in Figure 1(a)
causes problems in a tree-based calculation method
since the timing of the first if-statement will be cal-
culated in isolation from the second if-statement.

The path-based approach is natural within a sin-
gle loop iteration or other executions of one loop
[11, 23]. The method has problems with flow informa-
tion stretching over loop borders and/or flow informa-
tion on the total number of times entities are taken. For
example, the path-based method has problems han-
dling the “triangular” loop dependency in Figure 1(b).
If WCET calculation is performed locally, the WCET
calculation for the inner loop will assume 10 iterations,
and the WCET calculation for the outer loop will use
10 executions of the inner loop, leading to the body
of the inner loop being counted 100 times, when it is
actually never executed more than 55 times.

For IPET very complex flows can be expressed using
constraints, but all flow information needs to be given
on a global program level [6, 9, 15, 18, 21]. This con-
tradicts the need to specify flow information in a local
context. As shown in [6], local flows can be handled by
unrolling the program and lifting the information to a
global level. Since flow information is given as relations
over count variables some type of flow implications are
problematic to express. E.g. Figure 1(c) shows an ex-
ample of code where we would like to express an impli-
cation dependency like: “if F is taken once then (and
only then) G can be taken several times, but if F is not
taken then G can not be taken either”.

3. Our Flow Fact Language

This chapter describes our previously published flow
fact annotation language [6] and discusses how it fulfils
the desired language properties.

(a) Program code

do
{
 if(...) A
  do
   {
   if(..) B
    ... C
   else
    ... D
   if(...) E
    ... F
   else
    ... G
   }
  while(..) H
  else
   ... I
 }
while(...) J

(b) Scope graph with attached flow facts

loopbound: 10

outer:<1..5>:xJ 
= 1

outer:[]:xB 
£ 55

loopbound: 10

inner:<>:xC + xF 
£
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inner:<6..10>:xC 
=

 
0
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Figure 2. Scopes with Attached Flow Facts

The program representation used is the scope graph.
It is a hierarchical representation of the dynamic struc-
ture of the program. Each scope corresponds to a
certain repeating or differentiating execution context
in the program, e.g. loops and function calls, and de-
scribes the execution of the object code of the program
within that context. Figure 2(b) shows the scope graph
generated for the code in Figure 2(a).

A scope consists of a number of nodes and edges. A
node belongs to exactly one scope, and represents the
execution of a certain basic block in the program in the
environment given by the scope and its ancestors. For
each scope, a header node must be given. If the scope
iterates, each iteration must pass the header node, and
a bound on the number of iterations has to be provided.

To express more complex program flow information
than just basic loop bounds each scope can carry a set
of flow facts [6]. The flow facts use constraints local
to a scope to describe the flow. The constraints can
be given for a range of iterations, or all iterations of
a certain loop. They can also be local within a single
iteration (“foreach facts”) or represent a total over all
iterations (“total facts”).

The scope graph in Figure 2(b) has been decorated
with some flow facts.

Flow fact inner:<>:xC + xF ≤ 1 is a foreach fact
and gives that the nodes C and F cannot be executed
on the same iteration of the scope inner (an infeasible
path), while the flow fact inner:<6..10>:xC = 0 gives
that for each entry of inner, during iterations 6 to 10
of inner, node C can not be executed.

Flow fact inner:[1..10]:xG = 3 is a total fact that
gives that, for each entry of inner, during the ten first

3



iterations, node G must be taken exactly three times.
Compared to the criteria given above, we note that

the flow facts language uses the math-based style and
allows us to give local information. The information is
given outside the code and uses an expanded version of
the call graph (and thus the control flow graph). In its
current version, it cannot handle all types of unstruc-
tured code due to the need for a header, and since it
relates to the object code, it is very sensitive to pro-
gram changes.

It has been used to perform both IPET- and path-
based calculations [6, 23], but not all facts could be
used in the path-based approach. It is interesting that
the path-based calculation recognized certain types of
facts as meaning “samepath” or “not samepath”, and
exploited these by rewriting the graph.
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Abstract 

 
“The estimation of the Worst Case Execution Time of a function produces results that are safe and that 

have a low error, even in architectures using pipelines and caches.” This is our thesis; in this paper we 
present results that indicate that this thesis is correct.  
 
The two basic approaches to obtain WCET of a piece of code are estimation and measurement. At LIT, a 
tool called PERF is under development. This tool uses both approaches so to obtain the best of both 
worlds. Measurement provides precise results, but requires the target to be built and running the worst 
possible scenario, which is often hard to determine. On the other hand, the precision of estimation 
methods is highly dependent on the complexity of the estimation model. PERF is a design and evaluation 
environment: a project can be defined, files can be edited, compiled, linked; the resulting code can be 
analyzed from a timing perspective both via estimation and via measurement. In this way, we intend to 
encourage the developer to perform time estimations as early as possible in the design cycle. Any tool 
(commercial or academic) can be inserted in PERF via plug-ins. This was the case of the text editor, the 
compiler and the linker. Hence, PERF is actually a framework to which many tools can be added. PERF 
works with the object code generated by the integrated tools, in order to obtain execution time limit 
estimations for functions that compose a real-time systems’ software project. 
 
In this paper we present the PERF environment’s architecture, with emphasis on the integrated time 
estimation model and the results obtained using this model. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Any tool which intends to estimate execution times should take two different domains into 
consideration: the source code, which the developer usually uses to develop his software project, and the 
executable code, on which the time estimations are actually performed. 

The problem of execution time estimation of a program is usually divided into 3 sub-problems:  
execution path analysis on source level; source code and machine code correlation; and execution time 
analysis for each individual machine instruction at each path of the object code. 

A strategy based on these 3 sub-problems would search for existing paths in the source code and tries 
to relate them with the corresponding paths in the object code. Meanwhile, this relationship may not be 
easily determined, especially in cases where the code optimizations are enabled. The correlation between 
source-code and object -code may not be trivial, specially for a tool which intends to do this automatically; 
so, it is possible to concentrate the estimation tool’s work on the object -code path’s determination and on 
the estimation of each of its execution times, leaving to the compiler the responsibility of doing the 
correlations and interpreting the results obtained through the analysis of object code. Another advantage 
of this strategy comes from the possibility of analyzing object-code present in code libraries, to which the 
source code is usually not available. 

The resolution of the third sub-problem, concerning to the individual execution times of any machine 
instruction, is affected by the quality of the model that expresses the hardware platform on which the code 
is to be executed. In order to minimize the estimation error, when compared to the measured time values 
for a given execution path, this model should consider internal architectural features that have any 
influence over the execution times of the instructions, such as cache memories and pipelines (if 
available). Moreover, it is useful for the model to be reconfigurable, so that the estimation tool is able to 
address several target architectures of real-time systems. The reconfigurability feature can be available to 
the tool’s user, in a way that allows him to adapt the estimation process to the architectures of his interest, 
using configuration parameters; that requires the estimation algorithms to be generic and able to use the 
configuration parameters of any architecture in a similar way. 



 
2. The PERF environment 

 
PERF is a tool, under development at LIT, which intends to be a complete design and evaluation 

environment. At PERF a software project can be defined, edited, each of its modules can be compiled and 
linked; moreover, the resulting object code can be analyzed from a timing perspective both via estimation 
and via measurement, which makes PERF suitable for development of software for real-time systems.  In 
this way, the use of PERF intends to encourage the developer to perform time estimations as early as 
possible in the design cycle. 

PERF’s architecture is composed of a central core, controlled through a graphical interface. This core 
is intended to manage a set of integrated tools, each one performing a determined task in the development 
process (editors, compilers, linkers, time analyzers, etc.) and configured via a plug-in. Any tool 
(commercial or academic) can be inserted in PERF via plug-ins, allowing the developer to use only the 
functionalities which are strictly needed for the target platform and the type of design /evaluation process 
of interest. 
 
2.1 Time estimation tool 
 

PERF aggregates an execution time estimation tool, whose estimation process is shown in Figure 1. 
This figure shows that an important design decision of PERF’s estimation tool was to analyze object 
code, instead of source code or executable code. Object code has all the information that is relevant for 
timing analysis and it may include debug information that relates the executable code to the source code. 
Also, by analyzing object code, all the libraries can have their tim ing information extracted, even the 
commercial libraries.  
 

 

Figure 1 - Time estimation process used in Perf 

 
Figure 2 shows how PERF presents the different views of a function to the developer. It is worth 

noticing that the correlation between source and machine code can also be obtained through debug 
information (as it is shown by the gray shaded areas on the source code, machine code and control flow 
graph views); nevertheless, the developer can still be asked to provide data flow information necessary 
for the estimation, such as number of loop iterations, so that the several execution paths found in the 
control flow graph (CFG) are correctly estimated and the correct values for BCET, TCET and WCET are 
show n in their respective view. 
 
How does PERF obtain execution time estimations (Figure 1): 
 
1) Analyze the object code and extract the control flow graph.  

 
Each node of the graph represents a code segment, i.e., a sequence of machine instructions at which 

only the last instruction can be a branch (absolute jump, conditional jump, procedure call, software 
interrupt,...) and only the first instruction is the target of a branch. The control flow graph is obtained in a 



function-by-function fashion, even for the commercial libraries, and each function can have its CFG 
individually shown, as well as the possible correlation with the source code (if available).  
 
 

 

Figure 2 - The PERF tool presenting several views of a function: source, machine code, control 
graph and timing information 

 
 

2) All possible paths in a procedure call are analyzed.  

 
Loop structures require information from the user specifying the minimum, typical, and maximum 

number of iterations. This information can be given in the form of comments in the source code or 
requested interactively during the analysis (Figure 2).  

 
3) For each path, a time estimation (BCET, TCET and WCET) is obtained based on the configured 

hardware model for the target platform.  

 
The hardware model is the main functionality of the execution time estimation tool. This model 

intends to address the third sub-problem of the execution time estimation problem (the analysis of the 
individual execution times for each machine instruction) by considering internal architectural features of 
the target platform’s hardware.  

The computation model implemented at PERF is divided in two basic parts: the estimation algorithms, 
which are generic and should work in a similar view, independent of the target platform; and the 
architecture configuration parameters, obtained from an external plugin. 

The generic estimation algorithms consider the influence, on machine instruction execution times,  of 
multi-stage pipelines, instruction caches of several sizes and associativity degrees and prefetch queues. It 
is possible, considering the influence of these features in a correct way, to obtain time estimation values 
with estimation errors lower than 10%, comparing to measured time values; this is valid not only for  
RISC architectures but for CISC architectures too.  The efficiency of the model’s work depends on a 
correct configuration for the architectural parameters via the configuration plugin; it is conceived as a 
series of data structures in C++ programming language, which can be configured by a developer using the 
manufacturer information about the target platform. 

The model differentiates the values of BCET and WCET, for each analyzed path, by a pessimistic 
factor introduced in the algorithms. For this factor to be correctly addressed, the best and worst case 
execution time values for each machine instruction should be modeled during the configuration of the 
model; moreover, pessimistic and non-pessimistic considerations are also made concerning to the removal 
of instructions from the prefetch queue and the existence of bus conflicts between instruction and data 
accesses. 



TCET values, by their way, are obtained through typical-case annotation, provided by the user for the 
number of loop iterations; in functions where no loop structure is present, the TCET value is the same as 
the WCET value. 

The loop processing, for any analyzed path, is done using a strategy that eliminates loop redundancies. 
This decreases the processing times for loops with a great number of iterations. 
 
4) A report is generated to inform BCET, TCET and WCET of each function.  

 
The execution time of called functions is included in the execution time of the caller, as long as the 

execution time of the callee is known. Several iterations may be required to evaluate all these 
dependencies. 
 
 

3. Results 
  
Two processor architectures were initially considered for the time estimation process and modeled, 

using the proposed hardware model. The first one was a Intel 80C186EC processor, a CISC core with two 
pseudo-pipelined stages, a 6-byte prefetch queue and no instruction cache memory;  the second one was a 
Motorola PowerPC MPC860 processor, a RISC core with an 8-stage pipeline and a 2-set associative 
instruction cache memory of 4 Kb. 

The estimation tool was used to estimate the execution time of about a hundred functions, including 
all the functions of a real-time kernel. The results obtained from the estimation tool are all safe (the 
estimated WCET is never lower than the actual) and the maximum error was of 10% for the 80C186EC 
architecture and 15% for the PowerPC architecture. This error, above the initial requirement of 10%, is 
due to the inadequate equipment used to validate the model by comparison with measured values; this is 
one of the difficulties that can be faced by the developer which intends to configure his own processor 
model, provided that the manufacturer information for each instruction’s execution time of a certain 
processor are not always accurate. 

 
Some weaknesses are still detected on PERF ‘s execution time estimation tool:  

- The inefficiency of solving all kinds of jump tables, used for indirect branch operations (for example, 
the compilation of most ‘switch’ structures). PERF is only capable at this moment to find jump tables 
in architectures for which the base address is encoded in the instruction code (for example, the Intel 
80C186EC architecture). 

- For optimized code and code for which the source is not available (for example, libraries), it can be 
difficult for the developer to determine the exact number of some loops’ iterations, when asked by the 
tool to provide those values. 

 

4. Conclusions and future work  
 

On going work in the PERF environment include: improving the computational models for the 
PowerPC architecture to reduce the estimation error, development of computational models of data 
caches (currently only instruction caches are modeled) and a tool for scheduling analysis is also under 
development. 

The results obtained so far with PERF are very encouraging. Our previous work on timing analysis 
included the analysis of source code, of the assembly listing produced by the compiler and of binary code. 
Each one has strong aspects, but from our perspective, object code analysis is the best option. 
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1. Abstract 

 

 Steady increases in CPU core speeds continue to 

extend the range of applications for computer-based 

solutions, resulting in the creation of ever more 

responsive systems.  At these higher core speeds, on-chip 

cache architectures are used to prevent the CPU from 

stalling when accessing relatively slow off-chip memory.  

In normal operation, most fetch-execute cycles occur 

internally, guaranteeing the execution of the maximum 

instructions per second.  However, this also serves to hide 

the state of executing code from the user.  Given the fact 

that it is not possible to directly monitor the execution of 

code within such a CPU when it is running at full speed, 

is it possible to guarantee and control the performance of 

Real-Time software on these cache-based CPU 

architectures? 

 This paper investigates this issue by first offering a 

definition of Real-Time software, together with a 

discussion on what must be done to prove that the system 

will meet its performance objectives in all circumstances.  

In addition, the range of software performance 

monitoring techniques that are currently available will be 

discussed, together with a summary of the pros and cons 

of each measurement technique.  The conclusion of this 

paper is that it is close to impossible to make 

deterministic software performance measurements using 

traditional techniques on a CPU that heavily utilizes on-

chip cache, so it is therefore almost impossible to 

guarantee the performance of Real-Time software based 

on these styles of microprocessor architectures unless 

new measurement techniques are utilized. 

 Real-Time software is distinguished from any other 

application by the fact that performance criteria are 

included in the specifications.  This means that for Real-

Time software to be verified as being correct, it has to be 

proven that the software will always meet its performance 

objectives.  With cache based microprocessor 

architectures, software performance measurements are 

extremely difficult to do without causing serious 

perturbations, affecting measurement accuracy.  This 

holds true across all possible measurement techniques. 

Accurate, hardware only performance measurements are 

generally not possible on architectures utilizing on-chip 

cache. 

 Software performance measurement techniques range 

from hardware assisted solutions, to software only ones.  

All techniques, however, rely on being able to get 

information about the current state of the executing code 

off-chip. 

 Pure hardware or hardware assisted solutions such as 

Logic Analyzers (LAs), In Circuit Emulators (ICEs), or 

dedicated pure software performance monitoring devices 

cannot determine what code is executing in the cache-

based CPU core by monitoring external microprocessor 

signals.  It is therefore necessary to force the activation of 

off-chip signals (such as an off-chip write or an assertion 

of a hardware signal) in order for the monitoring 

hardware to determine the state of the executing code in 

the CPU core.  Due to the performance limitations on the 

external busses of cache-based CPUs, these external 

writes have the side effect of stalling the CPU, affecting 

the accuracy of any performance measurements based on 

them. 

 Software only solutions (such as instruction pointer 

sampling) do not require off-chip writes during 

measurement, but they introduce their own limitations.  

As they necessarily require extra software components to 

be executing on the CPU in addition to the application 

under test, they cause their own perturbations that affect 

software performance measurements.  By placing extra 

demands on the CPU, these software measurements are 

limited in their accuracy.  In addition, the introduction of 

additional code will affect cache flush and update 

intervals, significantly impacting the accuracy of any 

performance measurements. 



 Guaranteeing the performance of real-time software 

relies on being able to prove that the software will meet 

its performance objectives in all circumstances.  As this 

paper suggests, obtaining accurate timing measurements 

is very difficult for systems utilizing CPUs with on-chip 

cache based architectures.  Does this mean, then, that this 

type of CPU should not be used for real-time systems?  

The answer is no. This type of CPU is often ideally suited 

for maximum performance real-time systems and must 

often be used by system designers in order to build a 

system possessing top competitive performance 

characteristics.  However, the full maximum real-time 

performance of these systems cannot be easily guaranteed 

with any single measurement approach.   

 This paper will show how the best approach to 

measuring real-time responsiveness for a system with a 

CPU containing on-chip cache is not a single 

measurement approach, but is in fact an approach based 

on the intelligent, clever, and often simultaneous, use of 

multiple measurement techniques, from pure hardware 

based techniques, to hardware assisted based techniques 

to pure software based techniques. 

2. Real-Time Software 

 

Because Real-Time software has performance criteria 

included in its specifications, it is essential that software 

execution performance be monitored at every step of the 

way while it is being created, from the writing of Interrupt 

Service Routines (interrupt service routines) to time-

critical sections of application code.  So what techniques 

may be used to measure software execution performance, 

and what are the implications of using them with a cache-

based CPU? 

Starting from board bring-up, the measurement 

technologies most commonly employed are: 
�

Logic Analyzers 
�

In Circuit Emulators 
�

Hardware-assisted software performance monitors 
�

Software-assisted software performance profilers 

3. Logic analyzers 

 

 Typically used to monitor hardware signals, logic 

analyzers may also be used to make high-resolution 

measurements of software performance, normally for 

point-to-point type timing measurements. 

 All software performance measurements made with a 

logic analyzer require external CPU signal lines to be 

asserted when particular lines of code are reached.  This 

results in very high-resolution timing for specific sections 

of executed code, and when measuring response time 

against external stimulus or events. 

 Measuring hardware/software interactions (such as 

interrupt latency times) is fairly straightforward; a single 

command is placed at the entry to the software routine in 

question that asserts a signal on an external CPU pin (e.g. 

a spare chip select or programmable I/O pin, which will 

not stall the CPU).  The logic analyzer is then used to 

measure the interval between the external hardware event 

and the signal marking entry to the software routine being 

asserted.  The fine-grained timing measurements obtained 

using this technique may also be used for monitoring 

critical sections of code.  Modern Logic Analyzers (such 

as the TLA series from Tektronix) extend this technique, 

allowing specific networking signals (such as Ethernet 

packets or ATM cell contents) to be used as hardware 

trigger events. 

 By using instrumentation (e.g. adding statements at 

salient points in code), logic analyzers may also be used 

for monitoring the performance of a Real-Time 

application. 

 For some applications, using spare off-chip signals are 

restrictive, as a prohibitive number would be needed in 

order to correctly identify each unique point in code.  

Instead, external writes are required to ensure that enough 

unique instrumentation values are included for the 

measurements to be meaningful.  However, the resolution 

of this type of solution is slightly less than the technique 

described above for point-to-point measurements. 

 Although Logic Analyzers provide a means of making 

deterministic A to B type measurements of code, they 

typically do not gather profiling data over a statistically 

long period.  It is therefore necessary to use analytical 

techniques to ensure that the correct conditions are 

created so that particular measurements accurately reflect 

the worst-case execution time of a particular section of 

code. 

 Logic Analyzers are an excellent solution for making 

controllable, minimally intrusive measurements of critical 

sections of code, particularly those associated with 

external hardware events. 

 In some rare cases, inserting additional code into an 

application degrades the performance to a point where the 

system’s Real-Time characteristics are not being met.  In 

this case, ‘black box’ performance testing techniques are 

required, where measurements are made at points external 

to the CPU.  E.g. the response time between a particular 

Ethernet packet arriving and the system responding might 

be measured using a Tektronix TLA Logic Analyzer. 

 



4. In circuit emulators 

 

 Typically used in the early debug stages of target 

board bring-up, in circuit emulators may also be used for 

software performance measurements. 

 Traditionally, the Real-Time bus trace capability was 

the most significant feature of an ICE.  For non cache-

based CPUs, bus trace can be used to monitor the timing 

of higher-level application code, including those that need 

to respond to external hardware events. 

 Aside from the lack of profiling data, this would be the 

ideal solution for performance monitoring of true Real-

Time software, but it requires an off-chip fetch-execute 

cycle to occur in order to monitor what’s going on. 

 Modern cache-based CPUs tend not to have full ICE 

solutions available.  Instead, most modern CPUs have 

emulators that use serial test access points such as JTAG. 

 Most JTAG emulation solutions do not have Trace 

measurements.  Triggering timing measurements with a 

JTAG emulator requires the use of hardware or software 

breakpoints, which are intrusive.  In addition, the serial 

JTAG bus is slow by comparison to processor speed and 

events are detected asynchronously to their occurrence.  

Any timing measurements made via this bus are going to 

be subject to inaccuracies; monitoring the execution speed 

of a 400 MHz CPU core by sending information through 

a significantly slower serialized communications bus is 

not an ideal solution. 

 Traditionally the ideal solution for making software 

performance measurements on the fly, contemporary ICE 

solutions rarely support the features required to make 

deterministic timing measurements of code. 

5. Hardware-Assisted Software Performance 

Monitors 

 

 An extension of in circuit emulation technology, 

hardware assisted software performance monitors, such as 

the CodeTEST product from Applied Microsystems, are 

designed specifically to measure software execution 

performance. 

 This technology requires the combination of software 

instrumentation and hardware data collection, with time 

stamping.  It may be used to monitor low-level code (such 

as interrupt service routines), application level code and 

also RTOS activity.  In addition, time stamping may be 

triggered by external events, making the timing of 

hardware/software interactions (such as interrupt 

latencies) possible. 

 Although the instrumentation of code is automatic, this 

technique requires an off-chip write for each 

measurement point, producing the same inaccuracies as 

with the Logic Analyzers above.  However, the 

instrumentation required for monitoring the worst-case 

execution time of critical sections of code may be limited 

to a single manually inserted statement.  This technique 

may also be used to gather performance data over a 

significant period of time, with the automatic collation of 

minimum, maximum and average execution times.  The 

overhead of a single off-chip write is minimal, and is easy 

to calculate, making the measurements that this technique 

provides highly accurate and deterministic. 

 This technology provides the best method for 

monitoring critical sections of code and for general code 

optimization, by providing application level profiling data 

that identifies where the system is spending its time, 

ensuring that optimization efforts are focused on the right 

areas. 

 The ‘call-pair’ data provided by this technology may 

also be used to improve software performance.  ‘Call-

pairs’ measurements identify highly inter-dependent 

functions that make good candidates for either inlining, 

fixing in cache, being located close to one another in the 

link map of the application. 

 This technique has been successfully used in the 

CodeTEST product for Performance, Coverage, and 

Memory analysis, in addition to Software Execution 

Trace. 

6. Software-Assisted Software Performance Profilers 

 

 Worthy of mention because of their dominance in the 

desktop marketplace, software-assisted performance 

profilers use a variety of techniques for monitoring where 

an application is spending its time.  If this technology is 

ever used during the development of a Real-Time system, 

it is used to aide optimization efforts, and not to measure 

any of the Real-Time characteristics of the code. 

 Typically consisting of an in-target data collection 

agent and either code instrumentation or stack/IP 

sampling, the potential of this technology is intriguing for 

two reasons.  First, these techniques do not require any 

off-chip accesses in order to make their measurements.  

Secondly, solutions based on these techniques tend to be 

extremely easy to use. 

 On the other hand, these techniques rely on a target 

based data collection agent, which is intrusive.  Any 

techniques based on stack/IP sampling are also prone to 

aliasing, and in require higher levels of intrusion to 

improve their accuracy. 



7. What Level of measurement accuracy is required? 

 

For Real-Time systems, ‘Real-Time’ does not 

necessarily equate to ‘real-fast’.  The environment in 

which a system must operate dictates the performance 

criteria of Real-Time software.  A pacemaker, for 

instance, must respond to specific physiological events 

within a specific time period before permanent damage to 

the heart ensues (response times in the 100’s of mS).  

Meanwhile, a commercial flight control system must 

process and respond to thousands of inputs a second, from 

pilot commands to air data (response times in the mS). 

With modern CPUs capable of processing in excess of 

2 billion instructions per second, is it really necessary to 

measure software performance on a per instruction basis? 

The simple answer is no, provided that: 

• Worst-case response/execution times of a system 

are monitored, verified and managed 

• Enough information is to hand during software 

creation to ensure that the system performance 

objectives can be met. 

From this, then, the question then arises whether this is 

achievable with CPUs utilizing on-chip cache. 

For extremely high accuracy software performance 

measurements of worst-case execution time (e.g. nS 

accuracy), Logic Analyzers may be used.  Alternatively, 

if uS accuracy of software performance is required, then 

hardware assisted software performance monitoring 

technologies show the most promise.  The only question 

is whether the performance impact of the off-chip writes 

that these technologies require is prohibitive, or not.  This 

is worth a more detailed consideration. 

 When measuring the worst-case execution time of a 

critical section of code (e.g. the main loop in a control 

function) using this technology, a single write statement is 

required.  Timing is started when the write occurs the first 

time, and then the interval between each occurrence is 

timed.  But what overhead does this introduce? 

 Consider a typical environment where a target system 

is using a 100 MHz external CPU bus that requires 3 

clock cycles to complete a write operation.  In this 

instance, the delay imposed by each write operation 

would be a deterministic 30 nS. 

 The impact of a 30nS delay per cycle in the time 

critical code of a Real-Time system is negligible.  The 

impact of being able to deterministically measure the 

worst-case execution time of the software under 

measurement with uS accuracy, however, is not.  This 

lends great credence to the power of hardware assisted 

software performance monitoring technologies, especially 

when these technologies may be used to gather timing 

information on the critical sections of code over a 

significant period of time, ensuring the true worst-case 

execution time is understood. 

8. Conclusion 

 

 It is an age-old dilemma in science; how can you 

measure something without affecting it?  When it comes 

to measuring the performance of Real-Time software, the 

simple answer to this is – you can’t.  Add a CPU that 

utilizes on-chip cache, and the situation only gets worse.  

It is imperative, therefore, that the right performance 

measurement technique be used for the software being 

created.  If the Real-Time nature of the software under 

development requires a timing accuracy in the nS range, 

then a Logic Analyzer must be used for software 

performance measurements.  It must be understood, 

however, that data can only be gathered over a limited 

measurement period.  Therefore, careful consideration 

must be made in the creation of the stimulus or 

circumstances to make sure that the worst case scenarios 

are represented for measurement and analysis. 

 Traditionally, Logic Analyzers required intimate 

knowledge of memory implementations on the target 

hardware, thus they provided very little functionality for 

software engineers.  However, new products such as LA 

Trace from Wind River Systems abstracts the bus 

implementation from the user making it easy for software 

engineers to configure the circuitry of a Logic Analyzer to 

make complex timing measurements.  Furthermore, Wind 

River’s LA Trace is able to leverage RTOS knowledge to 

present acquired information relative to RTOS threads 

and events. 

 On the other hand, if you want information in the uS 

range, use the type of hardware assisted software 

performance monitoring technology available with the 

CodeTEST product from Applied Microsystems.  This 

not only provides accurate one-shot timing information, 

but it also gathers performance information over an 

indefinite period of time, ensuring that the worst-case 

execution time of the software being measured is 

encountered.  In addition, the same technology provides 

function profiling data that greatly enhances optimization 

efforts, and call-pair information that enables immediate 

performance improvements through in-lining or prudent 

link-map ordering. 

 Real-Time bus trace data from in circuit emulators 

have traditionally the fall back solution for Real-Time 

software performance measurements.  Most modern 

CPUs utilizing on-chip cache, however, only have serial 

JTAG emulation solutions without Real-Time bus trace 



capabilities.  Emulators do not, therefore, provide the 

performance information that they once did. 

 Software only profiling solutions, popular in the 

desktop market, are too intrusive and/or inaccurate to 

make accurate worst-case execution time measurements 

for Real-Time systems.  However, they do provide the 

profiling information that may be used to yield significant 

performance improvements during code optimization. 

 As with all measurements in science, it is impossible 

to measure the worst-case execution time of Real-Time 

software without affecting the system.  Nevertheless, 

technologies are available that are appropriate for the 

required level of accuracy, ensuring that the Real-Time 

nature of software executing on a CPU utilizing on-chip 

cache can be controlled. 
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Abstract 

We consider the use of scheduling analysis as not being a standalone exercise but a 

system-level activity, congruent with the conscious decision for a 'correctness by 

construction' development model. We describe how ESA have incorporated the ideas 

of scheduling analysis into our required standard practices; how we have ensured that 

the enabling technology is available; and where we see the future of WCET 

technology and scheduling analysis. 

The development approach 

The traditional development model, which is used in software space projects under 

the responsibility of ESA, follows the classical waterfall V-model [ESA-PSS-05]. In 

this development model the User Requirements are ESA's requirements towards 

industry and the Software Requirements (or Technical Requirements) are industry's 

refinement of these. These Software Requirements are then followed by Architectural 

Design, Detailed Design and coding. On the ascending part of the V-model Unit Tests 

(verifies Detailed Design), Integration Tests (verifies Architectural Design), System 

Tests (verifies Software Requirements Definition) and Acceptance Tests (verifies 

User Requirements) are performed. The testing effort is usually 50-60 percent of the 

total development effort. Each phase of the development model is finalized with 

reviews and acceptance together with associated payments. 

Historic Space Systems 

The V-model has proven its value through many years and projects. Traditionally 

onboard software-systems have been quite simple and with well separated functional 

blocks. The utilized software technology centered on fixed cyclic schedulers and 

dedicated proprietary kernels and very often the I/O mechanism was polling or well 

characterized interrupts. The required method in the ESA standards for controlling the 

performance behavior was limited to requirements for CPU utilization at the different 

stages of development (projects typically used 50% at Architectural Design, 60% at 

Detailed Design and 70% on final acceptance of the software code). Real-time 

requirements in the form of reactivity/responsiveness and jitter where either non-

existent or at best occasional. The CPU utilization was typically acquired by 

estimation and later by measurement performed on the final code. 

Current Space Systems 

The new generation of onboard space systems is significantly richer in functionality 

and complexity, with much more interaction between functional blocks than 

traditional onboard systems. Among other reasons, this trend originates from: 



• Added throughput (dedicated services) 

• More intelligent Autonomy and Failure, Detection, Isolation and Recovery 

(FDIR) functionality 

• Intelligent instruments that sporadically interrupt the main computer  

• Added capability of the onboard system in general 

 

Many real-time requirements are now part of the requirement baseline to ensure 

reactivity and enable different units of the satellite to be developed to lesser 

tolerances.  

 

Several new problems have surfaced in the new generation of onboard systems [ESA 

STR-260]. Many of these problems occur in the real-time behavior area. Since CPU 

utilization is not a sufficient way to ensure real-time behavior, the development 

approach has to be adapted. ESA have thus sponsored and funded a number of 

initiatives and supported (and still supports) the introduction of scheduling analysis in 

the ways outlined in the following paragraphs. For us it is clear that the use of 

scheduling analysis have major repercussions on the implementing technology as well 

as on the process standards and associated development approach. This altogether 

raises a clear demand for better tools support, not limited to the extraction of WCET 

and the scheduling analysis but also extending to the specification of the real-time 

attributes and properties of the system. 

Standards 

The new European generation of space standards, the ECSS standards, allows more 

flexible development approaches to be used (e.g. spiral models and rapid prototyping) 

[ECSS-E40B-July2000 and ECSS-E40B-Feb2002]. However, they also require that 

the used computational model of the system be identified. This explicitly includes the 

component types (e.g. active-periodic, active-sporadic, protected, passive, actors and 

process), the assumed scheduling type and model (e.g. fixed priority or dynamic 

priority) and the accompanying analytical model under which the model is executed 

(e.g. Rate-Monotonic Scheduling or Deadline-Monotonic Scheduling). 

 

This evolution shows that the previously informally used CPU utilization is now 

being replaced by much more stringent requirements on the chosen architecture and 

the rationale behind this choice.  

 

Projects may decide to waive requirements in the standards if this implies too much 

effort. Thus the enabling technology is very important to lower the entrance to 

applying scheduling analysis. 

Enabling technology 

Specification and Design level 

In order to be able to really harvest the benefits of the scheduling technology early in 

the development process, ESA saw the need to accommodate the computational 

model already at design level. The result of this effort is the HOOD derived HRT-

HOOD method [HRT-HOOD]. Currently, TNI (France) and Intecs Sistemi (Italy) 

have commercial tools supporting this specification and design method.  

 

Implementation technology 



ESA have supported the Ada Ravenscar definition from a user perspective. 

Furthermore we have funded the development of the GNAT/ORK kernel and 

compilation system and the port of Aonix Raven to the space processor ERC32. Also 

CNS have an Ada Ravenscar system for the ERC32. Ravenscar compilation systems 

are now used for Beagle2 and GOCE.  

 

WCET extraction 
In some projects the extraction of the WCET profile have been done by hand. 

However, for scheduling analysis to be used widely and systematically in the space 

domain, we believe that tools supporting this process are needed. Various ways of 

acquiring the WCET have been tried, including:  

• Instrumentation: Logic analyser (Tektronik) and embedded instrument code 

(Aonix and VxWorks/Tornado) plus user developed instrument code 

• Source level analysis with the support of the compiler: a prototype based on 

the Adaworld compiler have been developed by Aonix 

• Static Analysis on image code: Bound-T from SSF (Finland) have been 

developed for both the DSP 21020 and the ERC32 

 

Scheduling analysis 

Tools to help apply different scheduling analysis techniques have been developed and 

are now available from Spacebell (Belgium). These tools assist in margin analysis and 

enables persons less fluent in the logic behind the analysis to interpret and evaluate 

the results. 

 

Test cases 

A standardization of core onboard services has taken place in the form of the Packet 

Utilization Standard [ESA-PSS-05]. OBOSS [OBOSS] is a reference implementation 

of selected services, which have been used as a guinea pig for scheduling analysis and 

the Ada Ravenscar profile. Furthermore, the development approach using scheduling 

analysis and thereby moving the verification of real-time properties from the typical 

integration testing phase to the specification and design phase have been applied with 

great success on the European Robotic Arm (ERA) which is a safety critical module 

to be used on the International Space Station. 

Future of Space Systems 

The new draft ECSS standards for onboard space engineering require that scheduling 

analysis must be performed. Several proposals for new onboard systems are base-

lining Ada Ravenscar as the implementation technology and the awareness of 

scheduling analysis is increasing. Together with standards that require a strong 

development baseline and a consolidation of the tools assisting in the scheduling 

analysis in all relevant phases of the development process, the entry barrier for the 

application of this development approach will be continuously lowered.  

 

ESA continues to fund and promote the development of the enabling technology and 

the support for the development approach referenced in this paper. The near future 

evolution is the new space processor LEON, which like the current ERC32 has a 

Sparc instruction set. The transition to LEON, which has cache, raises new challenges 

that will require 'expert support' in addressing. 

 



The movement and activities described in this paper has been triggered by problems 

encountered in space projects using the current development approach. These 

activities focus on a single computation platform with embedded software. As space 

onboard systems are moving from synchronous to asynchronous behavior, the need to 

extend the scheduling analysis to system level is surfacing. ESA is participating in 

organizations supporting the AADL (Avionic Architecture Description Language) 

standard. The aim of this work is to define a common language for the design and 

verification of complex avionic systems. We expect from such a standardization effort 

the emergence of an open framework that can incorporate various design languages 

and verification tools able to trap performance and behavioral issues in early design 

phases. 

Conclusion 

We have in this extended abstract explained the context and the support of the WCET 

and scheduling analysis in ESA and the problems that we have encountered which let 

to this. In the full paper we will include experiences of the different areas outlined 

above and expand on the future as ESA sees it. This will include specific activities 

started or foreseen to be started in the area of distributed scheduling analysis. 
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Abstract

Cache memories have been extensively used to bridge
the gap between high speed processors and relatively slow
main memories. However, they are source of predictabil-
ity problems and need special attention to be used in hard
real-time systems. A lot of progress has been achieved in
the last 10 years to model caches, in order to determine
safe and precise bounds on (i) tasks WCETs in the presence
of caches ; (ii) cache-related preemption delays. An alter-
native approach to cope with caches in real-time systems is
to statically lock their contents so as to make memory ac-
cess times and cache-related preemption times entirely pre-
dictable. This paper attempts to evaluate qualitatively and
quantitatively the pros and cons of both classes of methods.

1 Caches and real-time systems

Extensive studies have been performed on schedulabil-
ity analysis to guarantee timing constraints in hard real-time
systems. Schedulability analysis methods assume that task
worst-case execution times (WCETs) are known. While
many schedulability analysis methods consider that the cost
of task preemption is zero to simplify the analysis, some
methods account for task preemption costs (e.g. manipula-
tion of task queues, cache-related preemption delays).

Caches are small and fast buffer memories used to speed
up the memory accesses. They contain memory blocks that
are likely to be accessed by the CPU in the near future. Al-
though the caches are a very effective means of speeding up
the memory accesses in the average case, they are a source
of predictability problems, due to intra-task and inter-task
interferences. Intra-task interferences occur when a task
overrides its own blocks in the cache due to conflicts, while
inter-task interferences arise in multitasking systems due to
preemptions. The inter-task interferences imply a so-called
cache-related preemption delay to reload the cache after a
task is preempted.

Caches raise predictability issues in hard real-time sys-

tems because they are designed to speed up the system av-
erage case performance rather than the system worst case
performance which is of prime importance in hard real-time
systems. As a consequence, the designers of hard real-time
systems may choose not to use cache memories at all, or
may choose to use on-chip static RAM - scratchpad memo-
ries – instead of caches [2]. The simple approach consisting
in assuming that every access to memory results in a cache
miss, causes the tasks WCETs to be largely overestimated,
which may cause the schedulability analysis to fail while
the system may actually be feasible. The main issue is then
to estimate tasks WCETs and cache-related preemption de-
lays in a safe but not overly pessimistic manner.

Two classes of approaches, described hereafter, can be
used to deal with caches in real-time systems.

Cache analysis methods. A first class of approaches to
deal with caches in hard real-time systems is to use them
without any restriction, and resort to static analysis tech-
niques to predict their worst-case impact on the system
schedulability.

At the intra-task level, static WCET analysis techniques
have been extended to predict the impact of cacheing on the
WCETs of the tasks. They achieve a classification of the
memory accesses regarding the instruction or data caches
(e.g. hit when it can be proved that the access always results
in a cache hit, miss otherwise). Techniques to predict the
worst-case task behavior regarding the instruction cache can
use data-flow analysis on each task control flow graph [12],
abstract interpretation [1], integer linear programming tech-
niques [10], or symbolic execution [11].

At the inter-task level, work has been undertaken to ob-
tain safe and precise estimates of the cache-related preemp-
tion delay [9]. In this work, at every possible preemption
point, the blocks that will be used by each task after that
point are determined by static analysis, thus avoiding con-
sidering that the whole memory accessed by the task has to
be reloaded in the cache after a preemption.
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Cache partitioning and cache locking. A second class
of approaches to deal with caches in real-time systems is to
use them in a restricted or customized manner, so as to adapt
them to the needs of real-time systems and schedulability
analysis.

Cache partitioning techniques [8, 5, 14] assign reserved
portions of the cache (partitions) to certain tasks in order to
guarantee that their most recently used code or data will re-
main in the cache while the processor executes other tasks.
The dynamic behavior of the cache is kept within parti-
tions. These techniques eliminate the inter-task interfer-
ences, but need extra-support to tackle intra-task interfer-
ence (e.g. static cache analysis) and reduce the amount of
cache memory available for each task.

Another way to deal with caches in real-time systems
is to use cache locking techniques, which load the cache
contents with some values and lock it in order to ensure
that the contents will remain unchanged [6]. This ability
to lock cache contents is available on several commercial
processors. The cache contents can be loaded and locked
at system start for the whole system lifetime (static cache
locking), or changed during the system execution, like for
instance when a task is preempted by another one (dynamic
cache locking). The key property of static cache locking is
that the time required to access the memory is predictable.

Schedulability analysis for systems with caches. Some
schedulability analysis methods (Rate Monotonic Analysis
– RMA, Response Time Analysis – RTA) have been ex-
tended to cope with cache-related preemption delays in [3]
and [4] respectively. They add the parameter ��� , the cache-
related preemption delay, to the formulas in charge of veri-
fying the system feasibility (e.g. ������	��
�������������������� "!$#&%
in RMA for ' tasks of period (*) and WCET +�) ).

2 Cache analysis vs static cache locking

In the following, we give some elements that allow to
choose between using statically locked caches or using the
dynamic features of the caches, which imposes to use cache
analysis techniques to bound accurately tasks WCETs and
cache-related preemption delays. A static cache locking
strategy with a frozen cache contents for all tasks is con-
sidered hereafter.

2.1 Qualitative comparison

Static cache locking is attractive from several point of
views. First of all, it improves the system performance com-
pared to a system that does not use caches, with respect to
both average and worst-case system performance.

In addition, with static cache locking, the time required
to perform a memory access is predictable (it is either a hit

or a miss depending on whether the value is locked in the
cache or not). While WCET analysis is still required, it alle-
viates the need for using complex cache analysis techniques
for computing WCETs and cache-related preemption de-
lays, and results in more simple WCET analysis tools. In
particular, it eliminates the issue of integrating cache anal-
ysis techniques with the analysis techniques for the other
architectural features (pipelines, branch prediction, etc).

Static cache locking can also be used when no cache
analysis method can apply, due for instance to non-
deterministic or poorly documented cache replacement
strategies (e.g. pseudo-random replacement policies).

Another important benefit of static cache locking is that
the technique addresses both intra-task and inter-task inter-
ferences, which is unique among the cache management
techniques presented above. Concerning inter-task inter-
ferences, since in static cache locking schemes the cache
blocks are statically partitioned among tasks, the cache-
related preemption delay is null, or is constant and equal to
the time required to reload the processor prefetch buffer if
the processor is equipped with such a architectural feature.
This low cache-related preemption delay is particularly im-
portant for large caches (see section 2.2).

However, statically locking the contents of instruction
caches reduces the amount of cache memory available for
each task. In addition, it raises the issue of selecting the
cache contents. As we are interested in hard real-time sys-
tems, the main objective of the cache selection algorithm
is to improve the worst-case system behavior according to
some of the metrics used by schedulability analysis meth-
ods, such as CPU utilization or interferences between tasks.
The main issue is then to avoid performing an exhaustive
search of all possible cache contents, which would require
an untractable computation cost. For instance, if every
cache block can contain , program lines, checking the fea-
sibility of the system with all possible cache contents would
require ,.- feasibility tests, with / the number of cache
blocks. This complexity led [6] to select a genetic algorithm
for the selection of the cache contents and [13] to base the
selection of cache contents on actual traces of the system
execution.

Another potential benefit of static cache locking, al-
though not proved yet by any study, is that it can easily
apply to data caches, unified caches of multi-level caches.

2.2 Quantitative comparison

Since the primary focus in hard real-time systems is to
prove that all deadlines are met, the key performance met-
ric to be considered when comparing cache management
schemes is the worst-case performance of the system. In
this section, we compare the worst-case performance of a
small task set made of periodic tasks (table 1 shows the task
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Task name Description Code size
(Bytes)

WCET-
miss

Period

qurt Computation of roots of quadradic equations 1824 21474 59697
minver Matrix inversion 4320 36701 70098
jfdctint JPEG integer implementation of the forward DCT 3440 29324 127559
fft1 FFT (Fast fourier transform) Cooly-Turkey algorithm 3620 115152 601093

Table 1. Task set characteristics
� � � � � � �Asso

Size
512B 1KB 2KB 4KB 8KB 16KB

1 Locking +0.779 +0.665 +0.576 +0.517 +0.517 +0.517
Analysis +0.547 +0.413 +0.382 +0.388 +0.388 +0.388

2 Locking +0.775 +0.658 +0.518 +0.459 +0.420 +0.420
Analysis +0.638 +0.439 +0.382 +0.388 +0.388 +0.388

4 Locking +0.779 +0.623 +0.485 +0.418 +0.375 +0.368
Analysis +0.788 +0.609 +0.414 +0.389 +0.388 +0.388

8 Locking +0.775 +0.622 +0.491 +0.415 +0.368 +0.368
Analysis -1.039 +0.771 +0.578 +0.421 +0.389 +0.388

16 Locking +0.777 +0.602 +0.485 +0.414 +0.368 +0.368
Analysis -1.011 -1.035 +0.744 +0.585 +0.421 +0.389

32 Locking +0.777 +0.602 +0.484 +0.412 +0.368 +0.368
Analysis -1.076 -1.007 -1.004 +0.750 +0.585 +0.421

Table 2. Compared worst-case performance of static cache locking and cache analysis

set characteristics1) using a state of the art cache analysis
technique with its worst-case performance obtained using
static cache locking.

The static cache locking algorithm implemented [13] se-
lects the contents of the statically locked cache according
to the knowledge of the tasks memory accesses, obtained
using simulation. It locks the mostly used program lines of
the tasks in the cache, in order to minimize the worst-case
CPU utilization (

��������
	���������� , with ��� , ��� and ��� denoting
respectively the WCET, period and cache-related preemp-
tion delay of task � )

We compare the worst-case performance of this task set
with the one obtained through the use of a state of the art
cache analysis technique based on F. Mueller’s work on
static cache simulation (see [12, 7] for details). The Hep-
tane tree-based WCET analysis tool [7] has been used to
compute WCETs. No attempt is made here to bound the
cache-related preemption delay ��� precisely (it is assumed
that all program lines of a given task have to be reloaded
after a preemption, with a maximum of N reloads where N
is the number of cache lines).

The worst-case system performance of the task set is
given in Table 2. Each cell indicates whether the task set
is feasible or not according to CRTA [4] (Response Time
Analysis enhanced with the knowledge of cache-related

1In the table, delayes are expressed in number of processor cycles for a
MIPS processor with a simplified timing model. WCET-miss denotes the
WCET of the task assuming that all instructions cause a cache miss.

preemption delays � � , that are null for static cache locking
and considered maximum for cache analysis). A ’+’ sign
means that the task set if feasible, whereas a ’-’ sign means
that it is not. The CPU utilization of the task set is also given
in each cell. These two pieces of information are given for
different cache sizes (Bytes), degrees of associativity, and
this with and without static cache locking.
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"Locking"

1

2
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16

32

Associativity
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16K
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0.3
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0.8
0.9

1
1.1
1.2

CPU utilization (CRMA)

Figure 1. Worst-case CPU utilization

Figure 1 depicts the CPU utilization obtained on the task
set from the contents of table 2. It compares the CPU uti-
lization obtained when using cache locking and static cache
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analysis. It can be noted that for a given degree of asso-
ciativity, the performance of both static cache locking and
static cache analysis increases with the cache size, because
of the decrease of the number of conflicts for cache blocks.
However, the performance increase of static cache locking
is higher than the one of static cache analysis when the
cache size increases. This is because the cache-related pre-
emption delay increases linearly with the cache size for the
static cache analysis method, whereas it stays constant for
the static cache locking method.

For a given cache size, the performance of static cache
locking scales better than the one of static cache analysis
with an increasing degree of associativity � . Indeed, static
cache locking takes benefit of the increasing degree of as-
sociativity to eliminate both intra-task and inter-task inter-
ference, which explains that the CPU utilization increases
with � . In contrast, the static cache analysis method we
have used does not scale well with � .

3 Open issues

The key benefits of static cache locking is to make the
time required to perform memory accesses predictable, and
to be a unified technique to take into account both intra-
task and inter-task conflicts for cache blocks. This class of
techniques alleviates the need for using complex static anal-
ysis techniques for computing WCETs and cache-related
preemption delays. In addition, it can be applied in situa-
tions where static cache analysis cannot be used at all (e.g.
when the instruction cache has a non deterministic or non
documented cache replacement policy). While algorithms
already exist for selecting the contents of statically locked
caches [6, 13], we think that further work is required:

� to study their performance on larger real (non syn-
thetic) benchmarks, in particular in task sets whose
size is much larger than the cache size. For large pro-
grams, a possible direction is to explore more dynamic
cache locking strategies (for instance, to select differ-
ent contents of the locked cache changed at statically-
defined points in order to cope with the tasks dynamic
behavior while staying predictable)

� to study the impact of statically locked caches on the
system average case performance

� to study the applicability of static cache locking tech-
niques to data/unified/multi-level caches

� to address implementation issues on actual embedded
processors

� to compare the use of statically locked caches with the
use of on-chip static RAMs (benefits wrt predictability,
issues to be addressed)
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In this paper, we present a framework to model
branch prediction for Worst Case Execution Time
(WCET) analysis. Our micro-architectural modeling
is completely generic, and parameterizable w.r.t. the
currently used branch prediction schemes. It auto-
matically derives linear constraints on the total mis-
prediction count from the control flow graph of the
program. These constraints can be solved by any
integer linear programming (ILP) solver to estimate
the WCET.

Current generation processors perform control flow
speculation through branch prediction, which pre-
dicts the outcome of branch instructions. If the pre-
diction is correct, then execution proceeds without
any interruption. For incorrect prediction, the spec-
ulatively executed instructions are undone, incurring
a branch misprediction penalty between 3-19 clock
cycles. If branch prediction is not modeled, all the
branches in the program must be conservatively as-
sumed to be mispredicted for finding the WCET.
This pessimism results in as much as 60 − 70% over-
estimation for some of the benchmarks in this paper,
even assuming a 3 clock cycle branch misprediction
penalty.

A classification of branch prediction schemes ap-
pears in Figure 1. Branch prediction can be static or
dynamic. Static schemes associate a fixed prediction
to each branch instruction via compile time analy-
sis. Almost all modern processors, however, predict
the branch outcome dynamically based on past exe-
cution history. Dynamic schemes are more accurate

Branch pred. schemes

Static Dynamic

Local Global

GAg gshare gselect .......

Figure 1: Classification of Branch Prediction
Schemes. At each level, the more widely used cat-
egory is underlined.

than static schemes, and in this work we study only
dynamic branch prediction. The first dynamic tech-
nique proposed is called local branch prediction [4],
where each branch is predicted based on its last few
outcomes. This scheme uses a 2n-entry branch predic-
tion table to store the past branch outcomes, which
is indexed by the n lower order bits of the branch ad-
dress. In the simplest case, each prediction table en-
try is 1-bit and stores the last outcome of the branch
mapped to that entry. When a branch is encountered,
the corresponding table entry is looked up and used
as the prediction. When a branch is resolved, the cor-
responding table entry is updated with the outcome.
A more accurate version of local scheme uses k-bit
counter per table entry.
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Most modern processors however use global branch
prediction schemes [4] (also called correlation based
schemes), which are more accurate. Examples of pro-
cessors using global branch prediction include Intel
Pentium Pro, AMD, Alpha as well as embedded pro-
cessors IBM PowerPC 440GP and SB-1 MIPS 64. In
these schemes, the prediction of the outcome of a
branch I not only depends on I’s recent outcomes,
but also on the outcome of the other recently exe-
cuted branches. Global schemes can exploit the fact
that behavior of neighboring branches in a program
are often correlated. Global schemes uses a single
shift register, called branch history register (BHR) to
record the outcomes of n most recent branches. As
in local schemes, there is a global branch prediction
table in which the predictions are stored. The various
global schemes differ from each other (and from local
schemes) in the way the prediction table is looked up
when a branch is encountered.

Little work has been done to study the effects of
branch prediction on WCET. Effects of static branch
prediction have been investigated in [1, 3]. However,
most current day processors (Intel Pentium, AMD,
Alpha, SUN SPARC) implement dynamic branch
prediction schemes, which are more difficult to model.
To the best of our knowledge, [2] is the only other
work on timing estimation under dynamic branch
prediction. However, their technique only models the
effects of local prediction schemes.

The starting point of our analysis is the control flow
graph (CFG) of the program. Let vi denote the num-
ber of times block i is executed, and let ei,j denote the
number of times control flows through the edge i → j.
As inflow equals outflow, vi =

∑
j→i ej,i =

∑
i→j ei,j .

We provide bounds on the maximum number of it-
erations for loops and maximum depth of recursive
invocations for recursive procedures. These bounds
can be user provided, or can be computed off-line for
certain programs.

Let costi be the execution time of basic block i

assuming perfect branch prediction. Given the pro-
gram, costi is a fixed constant for each i. Then, the
total execution time of the program is

∑
i(costi ∗vi +

penalty ∗ mi) where penalty is a constant denoting
the penalty for a single branch misprediction; mi is
the number of times the branch in block i is mispre-

dicted. By maximizing this objective function we can
get WCET.

Modeling Prediction Schemes To determine
the prediction of a block i, we first compute the index
into the prediction table. We define vπ

i and mπ
i : the

execution count and the misprediction count of block
i when branch in i is executed with index = π. By
definition:

mπ
i ≤ vπ

i mi =
∑

π mπ
i vi =

∑
π vπ

i

The prediction schemes differ from each other pri-
marily in how they index into the prediction table.
To predict a branch I, the index computed can be a
function of: (a) the past execution trace (history) and
(b) address of the branch instruction I. In the GAg
scheme, the index computed depends solely on the
history and not on the branch instruction address.
Other global prediction schemes (gshare, gselect) use
both history and branch address, while local schemes
use only the branch address.

Our modeling is independent of the definition of
the prediction table index π. Hence it can apply to
any branch prediction scheme that uses a single pre-
diction table. To model the effect of different branch
prediction schemes, we only alter the meaning of π,
and show how π is updated with the control flow.

In the case of GAg, this index is the outcome of
last k branches before block i is executed. These k

outcomes are recorded in the Branch History Register
(BHR). To model the change in history due to control
flow, we use the left shift operator ; thus left(π, 0)
shifts pattern π to the left by one position and puts
0 as the rightmost bit. We define:

Definition 1 Let i → j be an edge in the control flow
graph and let π be the BHR content at basic block i.
The change in history pattern on executing i → j is
given by Γ(π, i → j) = π if i → j is an unconditional
jump. If i → j is a taken (non-taken) branch then
Γ(π, i → j) is left(π, 0) (left(π, 1)).

In the popular gshare [4] scheme, the BHR is XOR-
ed with last n bits of the branch address to look
up the prediction table. Usually, gshare results in

2



Pgm. gshare GAg local

Mispred Mispred Mispred

Obs. Est. Obs. Est. Obs. Est.

check 3 3 3 3 198 198
matsum 204 204 204 204 200 200
matmul 223 223 223 223 200 200
fdct 7 7 7 7 4 4
fft 3678 6165 3398 5175 4129 5154
isort 9687 9952 587 598 399 399
bsearch 9 9 9 10 6 7
eqntott 203 205 202 206 203 204

Table 1: Observed and estimated misprediction count with gshare, GAg, and local schemes.

a more uniform distribution of table indices com-
pared to GAg. We define the index π as π =
historym ⊕ addressn(I) where m,n are constants,
n ≥ m, ⊕ is XOR, addressn(I) denotes the lower
order n bits of I’s address, and historym denotes the
most recent m branch outcomes (which are XOR-ed
with higher-order m bits of addressn(I)). And,

Γgshare(π, i → j) = Γ(historym, i → j)⊕addressn(I)

In local schemes, the index π for branch instruction
I is the least significant n bits of I’s address, denoted
addressn(I) (n is a constant). Here π is indepen-
dent of the past execution history of other branches.
The update of π due to control flow is given by
Γlocal(π, i → j) = addressn(J), where addressn(J)
denotes the least significant n bits of the last instruc-
tion J in basic block j.

Bounding Mispredictions Given the definition
of π and Γ, we derive inflow and outflow constraints
on the flow of π through the control flow graph to de-
rive upper bounds on vπ

i . To bound mπ
i , we note the

following. Suppose there is a misprediction of the
branch in block i with history π. This means that
certain blocks (maybe i itself) were executed with
history π, the outcome of these branches appear in
the πth row of the prediction table, and the outcome
of these branches must have created a prediction dif-
ferent from the current outcome of block i. To model
mispredictions, we therefore capture repeated occur-
rence of a history π during program execution with

differing outcomes; we provide constraints to bound
such occurrences. Details of our modeling appear in
[5] and are ommitted here for space considerations.

Experimental Results We selected eight different
benchmarks for our experiments. We assumed zero
cache misses and a perfect processor pipeline with
no stalls except for penalty due to misprediction of
conditional branches. These assumptions, although
simplistic, allow us to separate out and measure the
accuracy of our estimation technique. We assumed
that the branch misprediction penalty is 3 clock cy-
cles (as in the Intel Pentium processor). We used the
SimpleScalar architectural simulation platform in the
experiments. By changing SimpleScalar parameters,
we could change the branch prediction scheme for the
experiments.

To evaluate the accuracy of our branch prediction
modeling, we present the experiments for three dif-
ferent branch prediction schemes: gshare, GAg and
local. Since finding the worst case input of a bench-
mark (which produces the actual WCET) is a hu-
man guided and tedious process, we only measured
the actual WCET assuming a 4-entry prediction ta-
ble. The results appear in Table 1. In this table, we
have shown only the observed and estimated mispre-
diction counts to enable clear understanding of the
accuracy of our technique (which models the effect
of branch prediction). Even though not shown here
due to space shortage, the estimation accuracy was
independent of the prediction table size. Our esti-
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mation technique obtains a very tight bound on the
WCET and misprediction count in all benchmarks
except fft. The reason is that the number of it-
erations of the innermost loop of fft depends on
the loop iterator variable value of the outer loops.
This problem can be solved by providing expressions
on the loop iteration counts instead of constants, as
shown in [2].

Using CPLEX, a commercial ILP solver dis-
tributed by ILOG, on a Pentium IV 1.3 GHz pro-
cessor with 1 GByte of main memory, our timing es-
timation technique requires less than 0.11 second for
all the benchmarks with prediction table size varying
4–1024 entries.

One major concern with any ILP formulation of
WCET is the scalability of the resulting solution. To
check the scalability of our solution, we formulated
the WCET problem for the popular gshare scheme
with branch prediction table size varying from 4–1024
entries. Recall that in gshare, the branch instruction
address is XOR-ed with the global branch history
bits. In practice, gshare scheme uses smaller num-
ber of history bits than address bits, and XORs the
history bits with the higher order address bits [4, 6].
The choice of the number of history bits in a pro-
cessor depends on the expected workload. In our
experiments, we used a maximum of 4 history bits
as it produces the best overall branch prediction per-
formance across all our benchmarks. As Figure 2
shows, the number of variables generated for the ILP
problem initially increases and then decreases. With
increasing number of history bits, number of possible
patterns per branch increases. But with fixed history
size and increasing prediction table size, the number
of cases where two or more branches have the same
pattern starts to decrease. This significantly reduces
the number of ILP variables.
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Abstract 
In real-time applications, the Worst-Case Execution 

Time often needs to be estimated to check that deadlines 

will be respected. With the trend of using up-to-date 

processors, WCET computation techniques continuously 

have to evolve in order to take into account the most 
recent hardware features. In this paper, we show that 

ignoring speculative execution can lead to 
underestimated execution times, and we explain why 

modelling it is not straightforward. We feel that pure 

static analysis might not allow safe WCET computation, 

due to the fact that speculative execution prevents the 
decoupling between the high-level (path) analysis and the 

low-level (timing) analysis. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

For a large class of applications, embedded software 
has to satisfy hard real-time constraints. This requires to 

be able to tightly estimate the worst-case execution time 
(WCET) of programs.  

WCET analysis has received much attention these ten 

last years. Dynamic methods involve measurements on 

real hardware or on cycle-level simulators. All the 
possible execution paths have to be explored in order to 

obtain the longest execution time. This poses two 
problems: (i) the number of possible paths is generally 

high and then the measurement time is prohibitive; 

(ii) for each path, the corresponding input data set has to 

be defined, which is usually difficult. In response to the 

drawbacks of dynamic methods, several static approaches 

have been proposed. They consist in three steps. First, the 

high-level analysis considers the program code in order to 
identify the possible execution paths, where a path is a 

list of basic blocks. Second, the low-level analysis 
estimates the execution time of each basic block. It is 

carried out in two phases: the global low-level analysis 

takes into account hardware components the behaviour of 

which depends on the global history of execution (e.g. 
cache memories); the local phase models components 

that only depends on the recent history (e.g. pipeline). 
Third, the execution times of paths are computed and the 

WCET is the longest one.  

However, embedded systems tend to use modern 

processors featuring advanced architectural mechanisms 
that might be hard to model. Among these mechanisms, 

branch prediction, sometimes coupled with speculative 

execution, is implemented in most of the recent 
processors.  

Estimating the WCET for processors with speculative 

execution does not present any special difficulty when it 

is based on dynamic measures: either the real target 
hardware is available (with speculative execution 

activated), or a cycle-level simulator is used, and 
speculative execution is not harder to model than other 

advanced features. However, current dynamic 

measurement methods often require to explore a too large 

number of execution paths and, for this reason, static 
analysis is generally preferred. 

In this paper, we will show that estimating the WCET 
when a processor implements speculative execution is not 

straightforward. We suggest that usual static analysis 

techniques might not allow safe WCET computation, 

highlighting situations where they would lead to 
underestimation of the execution time. 

Section 2 gives an overview of branch prediction and 
speculative execution techniques, and presents the work 

of Colin and Puaut [1] that takes branch prediction (but 

not speculative execution) into account within static 
WCET analysis. Section 3 shows why it is important to  

carefully model speculative execution to obtain a safe 

WCET. Section 4 discusses the difficulties of doing it 

within pure static WCET analysis, and section 5 
concludes the paper. 

 

2. Branch prediction and speculative 

execution 
 

2.1 Overview 
 

Modern processors are designed around longer and 

longer pipelines. Whenever a branch instruction is 

encountered in the instruction flow, the correct execution 
path is not known until the branch is executed. To avoid 

interrupting the instruction fetching, one of the two 
possible paths is speculatively selected by a branch 

predictor and instruction processing continues along this 

path. When the branch is resolved and if the speculative 

path is not the correct one, recovery actions are taken 
(e.g. the pipeline is flushed) and instruction processing 

restarts from the branch along the right path. Processing 
along a speculative path means fetching instructions from 



the memory hierarchy, decoding and dispatching  them to 
the reserv ation stations where they wait for their 

operands. For a processor that implements out-of-order 
execution, instructions belonging to the speculative path 

might also be executed before earlier instructions, and in 

particular before unresolved branches. This is what is 

called speculative execution. In that case, recovery from 
branch misprediction  is a bit more complicated and 

generally requires mechanisms to restore the correct 
architectural state. Note that recovery is only required for 

components that must have a safe behaviour: the effects 

of a branch prediction error on other components, like 

cache memories or the branch predictor itself do not 

endanger correct functional results, they only might lower 

the system performance. 

Many algorithms exist to predict the issue of branch 
instructions. The most recent ones include three kinds of  

structures:  
- the PHT (Pattern History Table) is used to predict the 

direction of conditional branches: each of its entries 

reflects a recent history (often as a 2-bit saturating 

counter). The PHT is usually not tagged and it can be 
indexed by the instruction address (PC) alone or 

combined with a global or a local history recorded in 
one or several BHR (Branch History Register) . Thus, 

several branches share the same counter and, on the 

contrary, the behaviour of a branch depends on several 

counters according to the history. 
- the BTB (Branch Target Buffer) is used to predict the 

target address (except for subroutine returns) 
- the RAS (Return Address Stack) is used to predict 

subroutine returns. 

 

2.2 Computing the WCET for processors with 
branch prediction 

  
As far as we know, branch prediction has been 

considered within WCET analysis only for in-order 

processors: this work has been presented by Colin and 

Puaut [1]. They consider the Intel Pentium, which 

features a simple branch predictor based on a single table 

referred to as BTB. The proposed method includes 

several stages.  
First, the control-flow graph is analysed to build an 

abstract state of the BTB for each basic block: it 
indicates which instructions might be contained in each 

entry of the BTB before and after the execution of the 

basic block. The input  abstract state of a basic block is 

computed from the output abstract states of the possible 
preceding basic blocks. Then, the abstract states are used 

to classify the branch instructions and to determine, for 
each of them, if it will be correctly predicted or not. 

When ever this cannot be statically decided, the 
instruction is assumed to be mispredicted, which is 

supposed to be the worst case.  
The WCET is then computed in two steps. First, a 

perfect branch predictor is assumed, and the WCET is 

estimated from the syntax tree and a set of formulas that 

express the maximum execution time of algorithmic 
structures. Then the timing effects of prediction errors are 

evaluated for a real branch predictor: a penalty delay is 
associated to each possibly mispredicted branch 

instruction. A second set of formulas is used to 

recursively build delay sets for each algorithmic structure 

of the syntax tree. The sum of these delays is then added 

to the WCET previously computed with perfect branch 

prediction. 

 

3. Possible effects of speculative execution 
 
When a processor implements speculative execution, 

processing along the wrong path may have two kinds of 

effects on the system. In this section, we describe these 

effects and show why ignoring them can lead to 
underestimate the WCET. 

 
3.1 Dynamic instruction scheduling  

 
Instructions of the wrong path occupy hardware 

resources, like functional units. Now, some flushing 
policies implemented for branch prediction error recovery 

do not immediately free the functional units. Thus, an 

instruction of the wrong path might continue its execution 

in a multi-cycle functional unit after the flushing of the 
pipeline (but its result will then be simply discarded). If 

the functional unit is not pipelined, the execution of later 
instructions belonging to the correct path might be 

delayed. Then the misprediction penalty would be longer 

than the strict recovery time.  

Moreover, inserting wrong path instructions in the 
pipeline can modify the scheduling of previous 

instructions. For example, an instruction belonging  to the 
wrong path that has its operands ready can be scheduled 

before a preceding instruction that is waiting for one of 

its operands. This might completely modify the overall 

scheduling, and then the execution time as mentioned 

in [3]. 

If speculative execution is not taken into account, the 

pipeline reservation tables produced by the local timing 
analysis might not be correct and the computed WCET 

could be underestimated. 
 



3.2 Memory contents 
 

Processing along the wrong path can also change the 

content of memories. If instructions of the wrong path 

miss in the instruction cache, they are fetched from the 
upper level of the memory hierarchy. This can have a 

detrimental effect on the program execution time if 
instructions of the wrong path replace in the cache 

instructions belonging to the correct path: when the 

execution later restarts along the right path, those 

replaced instructions will miss in the cache, thus 
requiring longer fetch times. This detrimental effect is 

often referred to as cache pollution. Note that fetching 
instructions along the wrong path can also have a 

beneficial effect, as reported in [4]: some instructions of 

the wrong path can later be found on the correct path, and 
then processing along the wrong path acts as a prefetch 

mechanism.  

The same effects can be observed on data accesses, 

provided that instructions of the wrong path are executed 
(not only fetched), which is only allowed in dynamically-

scheduled processors. 
Processing along the wrong path may also have a 

beneficial or detrimental impact on the memories of the 

branch predictor (BTB, BHR, PHT and RAS) if they are 

updated speculatively in the earlier stages of the 
pipeline [2]. Only few parts are checkpointed for cost 

reasons (e.g. checkpointing the BTB is probably not 

affordable). If recovery is not implemented, the branch 

predictor tables might be polluted by the execution of the 
wrong path. 

Now, let us assume that, ignoring speculative 
execution, the global low-level analysis is able to 

statically determine the real behaviour of all instruction 

and data cache accesses (hit or miss) and of all branches 

(well- or wrong- predicted). To understand why the 
possible pollution of memories due to wrong path 

execution should not be ignored, let us consider the 

following example: 
 

 
for (i=0 ; i<10 ; i++) 
{ 
 s[i] = 0; 
 for (j=0 ; j<10 ; j++) 
 { 
  s[i] = s[i] + t[i][j]; 
 } 
 m[i] = s[i] / 10; 
} 

This program ma y be compiled as: 
 

L0 i=0; 
L1 if i==10 then branch to L7 
L3 s[i]=0 
 j = 0 
L4 if j==10 then branch to L6 
L5 s[i] = s[i] + t[i][j] 
 j++ 
 branch to L4 
L6 m[i] = s[i] / 10 
 i++ 
 branch to L1 
L7 
 

If we consider a branch prediction algorithm based on 
2-bit saturating counters, initialised to “weakly-taken”, 

the branch instructions of basic blocks L1 and L4 are 
mispredicted in the first iteration of loops i and j, and 

correctly predicted in the other iterations, while those of 

basic blocks L5 and L6 are always well predicted. As far 

as data accesses are concerned, the first reference to s[i] 
is determined to miss in the data cache while the other 

ones should hit. 
Now, what does really happen if the processor 

implements speculative execution? At the first iteration 

of loop i, since the branch of basic block L1 is 

mispredicted, some instructions belonging to the wrong 

path are processed. In particular, access to m[i] might be 

executed. If m[i] happens to fall in the same cache line as 

s[i] then, when the branch is resolved and the execution 

restarts along the correct path, s[i] misses in the data 

cache, contrarily to the conclusion of the global low-level 
analysis. As a result, the actual execution time might be 

longer than the estimated WCET, which is not 

acceptable.  

In the same manner, the possible pollution of other 
memories (instruction cache, branch prediction 

tables, …) can increase the execution time. Ignoring 
speculative execution might again lead to an erroneous 

classification of instructions (branches or memo ry 

accesses) in the global low-level analysis step, which 

may result in an underestimated WCET. 
    

4. Towards a safe WCET estimation for 
processors with speculative execution 

 

We have shown why the execution of the wrong path 

has to be carefully taken into account in order to obtain a 
safe WCET. In this section, we discuss the difficulties of 

modelling speculative execution as part of static WCET 
analysis. 

The possible effects of speculative execution on the 

dynamic scheduling of instructions can probably be taken 



into account without excessive complexity. For example, 
the delaying of the execution of later instructions due to 

the occupation of hardware resources by wrong path 
instructions could be included in the WCET estimation 

by systematically adding to the misprediction recovery 

penalty the longest functional unit latency. An other 

solution would consist in assuming in-order instead of 
out-of-order execution, but it would lead to a very 

pessimistic WCET estimation. 
The effects of speculative execution on the content of 

memories may be harder to take into account within a 

purely static WCET analysis. We have seen that it can 

invalidate the results of the global low-level analysis: 

memory accesses (either to instructions or data) classified 

as “cache hits” might actually miss due to the pollution of 

the cache by the execution of the wrong path; branches 
classified as “well predicted” might actually be 

mispredicted due to the pollution of branch predictor 
tables. This means that, in order to produce a safe 

classification of instructions, the global low-level 

analysis should take into account the instructions of the 

wrong path. Now, we feel that considering wrong paths 
within static analysis is not straightforward, since it 

probably requires new algorithms for syntax tree or 
control-flow graph traversal. Moreover, the number of 

instructions or basic blocks to include in a wrong path 

depends on the processor state (occupancy of hardware 

resources) and can only be determined during the local 
low-level analysis. Thus, it appears that a correct 

modelling of speculative execution would require a very 
close interaction between the high-level (flow) and low-

level (timing) analyses, which are usually carried out 

independently.  

While decoupling the analyses of different 
components (caches, branch predictor, pipeline, …) 

probably makes static WCET computation  feasible, we 

wonder if the requirement of more interaction between 
these analyses to be able to take into account more and 

more advanced hardware features can be satisfied. If not, 
growing emphasis should be put on dynamic 

measurement (on real systems or simulators) to obtain 

accurate timing information while the static part of 

WCET estimation would focus on selecting the execution 
paths to explore with the goal of minimizing the 

measurement requirements. 

5. Conclusion 
 

A lot of work has been done these last ten years to 
allow static estimation of the WCET for processors with 

advanced features like cache memories, pipelined 

execution, branch prediction. The most recent 

dynamically-scheduled processors implement speculative 
execution: when a branch instruction is predicted, the 

instructions belonging to the predicted path can be 
executed before that the branch is resolved. In this paper, 

we discussed the possible effects of executing the wrong 

path whenever a branch is mispredicted. 

We have shown that wrong path execution can modify 
the scheduling of the correct path instructions and/or 

change the content of memories (instruction and data 
caches, branch predictor tables, …). Then we have 

explained why ignoring these effects in WCET analysis  

can lead to an underestimated WCET, which can be 
dramatic for  hard real-time systems. 

We feel that usual static WCET computation 

techniques cannot accurately take speculative execution 

into account, since it would require a too complex 
interaction between global and local low-level analysis. 
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Abstract

Traditionally WCET analysis tools are designed for the
analysis of application code. The execution time of RTOS
(Real-Time Operating System) services and the interaction
between RTOS and application are usually not considered.
When performing an RTOS aware schedulability analysis
the WCETs of RTOS services are needed. At first sight
the application of existing WCET analyzers on RTOS code
should be straightforward and should deliver the same ac-
curacy as for application code. The paper explains why this
is not the case, and why the presence of an RTOS diminishes
the accuracy of application code WCET-analysis.

In addition to explaining why RTOSs should not be
analyzed without considering application code and vice
versa, the underlying problems are identified as well as
enlightened by some examples and possible solutions are
sketched. Eventually a comprehensive approach for WCET-
and schedulability-analysis is proposed.

1 Introduction

Current WCET analyzers [6, 2] aim at analyzing appli-
cation code. The execution time of RTOS (Real-Time Op-
erating System) services and the interaction between RTOS
and application are usually not considered. The schedula-
bility analysis is expected to consider the overhead due to
the RTOS. However, the schedulability analysis needs at
least the WCET of relevant RTOS services. Colin and Puaut
made a first attempt to apply static program analysis to an
RTOS [1]. They compute the WCET of some RTEMS [3]
system calls and report several problems in applying their
WCET analysis. For instance the loop bound of the RTEMS
scheduler could not be derived because it depends on the
number of task arrivals during its execution (the scheduler
loops until no further arrivals are noticed). The average
WCET overestimation reported is 86%. The reported prob-
lems originate mainly from a methodical weakness of their

approach. As they regard the RTOS isolated from the appli-
cation.

This paper explains why RTOSs should not be analyzed
without considering application code and vice versa. The
underlying problems are identified as well as explained by
some examples and possible solutions are sketched.

2 Analyzing RTOSs

2.1 What are the problems?

The WCET of RTOS services is highly dependent on
the application using them. Table 1 gives a systematic list
of such dependences. Examples of such dependences can

Determining factors of the Examples
WCET of RTOS services
Non-constant call para- Any service with call
meters in application parameter dependent
code control flow
Static, application Any service with loop
dependent configura- bounds depending on no.
tion parameters of RTOS objects

(e. g. tasks, resources)
Cache state Replacement of RTOS

owned cache sets by
application code

Calling history of Scheduler execution after
RTOS services disabling preemption
Calling context Call to system service

from task, interrupt or
operating system level

Table 1. Sources of WCET variations of RTOS
services.

for instance be found in the RTEMS code, and in the code
of osCAN (an OSEK [4] implementation by Vector Infor-
matik).
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2.2 How can these problems be addressed?

Non-constant calling parameters When system calls are
analyzed as part of the application, any knowledge about
parameter values (e. g. obtained by a value analysis [2]) can
be used to derive sharper bounds on the WCET.

Static configuration parameters The configuration pa-
rameters (e. g. number of tasks and memory mapping of
tasks) are fixed for a particular application. Therefore,
they can be considered either manually or automatically by
WCET analysis as well as schedulability analysis.

Cache state If the cache is not partitioned in a special
way, application code or data might displace cache sets
occupied by the RTOS. No isolated WCET analysis of
the RTOS can therefore benefit from positive cache effects
caused by previous runs of RTOS services. It might even be
impossible to consider the positive intrinsic cache effects of
RTOS services. RTOSs are usually designed to minimize
the number and duration of non-interruptible code sections.
It is impossible for an isolated analysis to predict the nega-
tive impact of application interrupts outside these few code
sections, unless all positive cache effects are ignored. In the
case of a combined analysis it is possible to bound the ef-
fect of application caused cache replacements as it has been
shown in [5] for the application analysis.

This is not only a question of the schedulability analysis.
Depending on the application it can be beneficial, and for
certain modern CPU types even necessary, to consider the
preemption related cache effects within the WCET analysis
(cf. [5]).

Calling history of RTOS services It not only affects the
WCET of RTOS services, but often has an immediate im-
pact on the task response time as well (e. g. an RTOS service
called to disable preemption eliminates the subsequent in-
terference by other tasks). A good schedulability analysis
should consider these effects. Therefore, the history infor-
mation should be statically predicted anyway and can also
be used by WCET analysis.

Calling context When using a combined analysis, the
calling context can easily be regarded. The WCET analy-
sis can for instance consider infeasible paths for the specific
calling context.

3 Analyzing applications

This section discusses problems arising in presence of
multitasking RTOSs. The two subsection treat the problems
in the same order. First the problem domain of data values

is considered. Issues that arise due to isolated analysis of
application and RTOS code come second. Not all of these
issues can be addressed by a mere integration of application
and RTOS WCET-analysis. The last parts of either subsec-
tion and Section 4 cope with this enigma.

3.1 What are the problems?

The data values used in application code can play a large
role in computing the WCET.1 Examples are: loop bounds,
addresses of memory references and infeasible paths. For
the WCET-analysis to profit from this fact a static prediction
of value ranges is necessary. The value analysis described
in [2] provides this functionality for instance. However,
tools of this kind are—like any available WCET tools—
designed for sequential programs. The following issues
arise in presence of a multitasking RTOS:

Shared application memory Accesses by other tasks may
change the value of data in such areas.

RTOS data structures Any RTOS data structure not
unique to the analyzed task might be changed by RTOS
services called in other tasks. Even data structures
unique to a task might be manipulated by other (user
or RTOS) programs.

Memory mapped I/O The values read from those areas
are mainly determined by the environment and ac-
cesses are non-cachable.

The WCET analysis of application code should consider
the WCET of the system calls used. A seemingly attrac-
tive approach is to initially ignore the system calls within
the application WCET analysis and thereafter add system
call WCETs obtained by an isolated analysis of the RTOS.
However, there are good reasons not to do so (see Table 2).

There is a significant difference between problem de-
scriptions 1 through 3 and the classes of problems alluded
to by description 4 of Table 2. The former difficulties oc-
cur also together with the isolated WCET-analysis of library
functions, the latter not.

3.2 How can these problems be addressed?

Because of shared application memory and RTOS data
structures, a value analysis has either to ignore such data,
or has to be enhanced to a multi-task-analysis. The latter is
not trivial. Memory mapped I/O areas have to be excluded
from the value analysis since they are volatile.

1This holds for RTOS code also. Nevertheless the subject is discussed
in this section because that is where WCET-analysis comes from and be-
cause applications are usually more data-driven than RTOSs.
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No. Problem description
1 RTOS WCETs are systematically overestimated

(shown in Section 2)
2 Information about correlation of worst-case paths

and number+context of RTOS calls is destroyed
⇒ only a pessimistic approach can still deliver
conservative WCETs

3 Cache and pipeline effects caused by RTOS calls
cannot be considered in application WCET

4 It is impossible to consider positive effects of
concepts existing only in presence of multi-
tasking RTOSs, for instance RTOS calls
dynamically raising the application priority
(e. g. by disabling preemption or interrupts,
or by occupying resources)

Table 2. Problems of analyzing applications
isolated from the RTOS.

Section 2 shows that the WCET of RTOS services de-
pends on the call situation. This call situation subsumes the
factors given in Table 1. Some aspects of the call situation
are not unique to applications running on RTOSs. These
aspects can be identified already, when stand-alone applica-
tions with calls to library routines are considered (one could
replace the word RTOS with library in the problem descrip-
tions number 1 through 3 of Table 2 and the statements
would still be true to some extent). Aspects like these can be
addressed by embedding the analysis of library/system calls
within the application WCET analysis. The embedding can
be implicitly or explicitly. Embedding implicitly means that
the calls are treated like an ordinary function call. The input
data structure (e. g. the control flow graph) of the WCET an-
alyzer contains all needed information to analyze such calls.
If the WCET analyzer uses machine code as input (e. g. the
one described in [2]), this can even be done without provid-
ing the user with the library/RTOS source code. Embedding
explicitly means that two independent WCET analyzers (or
two instances of the same analyzer) are used, one for the ap-
plication and one for the RTOS. The RTOS WCET analyzer
can be a black box that takes the code of the RTOS service
as well as collected information about calling parameters,
static configuration parameters, cache state and calling con-
text as input (see Subsection 2.2).

However, introducing an RTOS in the considered sce-
nario adds completely new qualities to the problem of
WCET analysis (represented by item no. 4 of Table 2).
These are issues that cannot be addressed by a mere inte-
gration of application and RTOS WCET analysis. Rather a
high-level view is needed to consider them in WCET and
schedulability analysis.

Several such high-level concepts can be identified that

co-determine the temporal behavior of the tasks of an
RTOS-based system. These concepts are for instance the ef-
fective priority of tasks, the RTOS mode (e. g. initialization
or normal operation mode), application modes, task states,
and the system level (task, interrupt or RTOS level). Those
high-level concepts have a certain meaning when viewing
the system as a whole rather than as a bunch of indepen-
dent programs at a microarchitectural level. At run-time
the properties of these concepts have a defined state at each
point in time. We define the meta-state of a task to be the
set of these states.

In a static approach, at best partial knowledge of the
meta-state of a task can be obtained. To address the
RTOS specific problem domain, partial knowledge can
be collected which allows to compute the worst-case re-
sponse time of tasks more accurately. This includes ex-
ploiting meta-state information to compute sharper bounds
on WCETs of tasks as well as sharper bounds on
microarchitecture-related preemption costs.

4 Proposal for a comprehensive WCET- and
schedulability-analysis approach

The authors present work on a comprehensive WCET-
and schedulability-analysis approach exploits meta-state in-
formation to compute sharper bounds on WCETs of jobs
(tasks and interrupt service routines) and interesting code
sections and on microarchitecture-related preemption costs.
The framework exploits the following aspects of the meta-
state of a job: effective priority of a job (determined by:
locked interrupts, preemption lock, occupied resources),
RTOS mode and current system level. The meta-state in-
formation is exploited as follows:

1. Extrinsic cache effects are considered by the cache
analysis (which is a part of the WCET analysis) in
dependence of the effective priority at each program
point of the analyzed job.

2. Pipeline-related preemption costs are individually
computed for each job, again in dependence of the ef-
fective priority, and are considered during the schedu-
lability analysis.

3. The WCET of jobs and code sections is computed for
the proper RTOS mode (initialization mode or normal
operation mode) and for each RTOS mode a separate
schedulability analysis is undertaken.

4. The current system level is considered when the
WCET of system calls is computed.

Similar to the cache- and pipeline-sensitive schedulabil-
ity analysis described in [5] the cache-related preemption
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costs are incorporated in the WCET while the pipeline-
related preemption costs are explicitly considered during
the schedulability analysis.

The above sketched framework uses the WCET analysis
tool described in [2]. The WCET analyzer is loosely cou-
pled with the surrounding tools. It is guided with the help
of the obtained meta-state information in order to compute
sharper bounds on the WCET and the microarchitecture-
related preemption costs. A detailed explanation of this
method is beyond the scope of this paper.

5 Conclusion

The paper showed that analyzing WCETs of RTOS-
based real-time systems—whether of RTOS services or of
application code—requires other than the established ap-
proaches. The underlying problems were explained by ex-
amples and classified. Additionally it was sketched how the
individual problems can be addressed. Finally a compre-
hensive approach for WCET- and schedulability-analysis
was proposed. The proposed approach shows how it is pos-
sible to overcome most of the obstacles obstructing the path
toward comparative results of WCET-analysis for RTOS-
based systems.
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Abstract

Despite the scientific advances in the worst-case execution-time (WCET) analysis, there is hardly any
industrial impact of the research solutions presented so far. This seems to be due to the high complexity
of implementing and using the proposed WCET approaches.

This paper discusses what makes WCET analysis complex and proposes to use adequate hardware and
software architectures to improve the predictability of program timing, thus simplifying WCET analysis.

1 Introduction

Research in worst-case execution-time (WCET) analysis has been around for one and a half decades.
During this period a number of different approaches to WCET analysis, including solutions for mod-
elling hardware features and characterizing possible execution paths of real-time tasks have been found
[5]. Still, the results of WCET-analysis research have hardly any impact on the industrial practice of
timing analysis. This seems to be due to the high complexity of the implementation and use of WCET
analysis tools. In addition, WCET research always seems to lag one step behind the advances in micro-
processor technology – whenever WCET research manages to deal with the features of one hardware
generation the next generation of processor and hardware architectures, equipped with novel speedup
features, are already there.

This paper proposes to use new, adequate hardware and software architectures to improve the temporal
predictability of programs, and thus reduce the complexity of WCET analysis. Hardware architectures
for future real-time systems must allow to determine instruction execution times locally by inspecting
single instructions and only a small number of instructions preceding them. Software architects have
to investigate into programming techniques that reduce the number of input-data dependent branching
decisions in the software, thus reducing the number of different execution paths of a program. The
further sections presents our considerations in more detail and proposes possible solutions.
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2 The Complexity Dilemma of WCET Analysis

There is no doubt that WCET analysis as it is currently used is a complex problem. It has been shown
that, in general, the number of paths to be analyzed for an exact WCET analysis of a piece of code grows
exponentially with the number of consecutive branches in the control flow of the analyzed code. This
statement assumes that the code (a) is coded in traditional style (i.e., not applying programming tech-
niques that focus on ease of WCET prediction) and (b) is to be executed on a modern high-performance
processor architecture that includes caches and pipelines. Except for very simple programs this high
complexity makes the full path enumeration needed for an exact WCET analysis intractable [3].

Current approaches to WCET analysis deal with this complexity in two ways:

� Calculate a high-quality WCET bound by accepting long computation times for the analysis.

� Trade the feasibility or speed of analysis for quality, by using simplified but pessimistic models of
the possible software behaviours and the hardware timing.

The dilemma of WCET analysis is that neither of these approaches is acceptable in a commercial setting.
On the other hand, using current hardware and software architectures does not allow for a better solution
– the complexity of the problem simply is there. This raises the question if the current approaches
to WCET-analysis are the correct answer to the problem of task timing analysis, or if current WCET
research is focussing on the wrong problem.

2.1 Sources of Complexity

Puschner and Burns [5] identified two central factors that determine the WCET of a program in a
given application context, (a) the possible sequences of program actions in a given application, and (b)
the time needed for each action in each of these possible sequences. Clearly, both factors do not only
determine the WCET of the code, but also the complexity of WCET analysis. Possible sequences of
actions (instructions) depend of the algorithm that has been chosen to implement a solution to a problem
and the code manipulations the compiler performs during compilation. The time needed for each action
(instruction) depends on the features and configuration of the machine (hardware) on which the actions
are executed. A number of principles applied in typical modern hardware and code design can be made
responsible for WCET complexity. In the following we focus on two such principles, one for hardware
and one for software.

Hardware Speedup by Speculation: This is the principle found in hierarchical memory architectures,
e.g., cache. Instructions or data are loaded into (and kept in) small buffers (caches) with short access
times — these access times are typically much shorter than the access times of the larger store that
holds larger portions of instructions and data — with the intention to speed up future memory accesses.
The decisions about which items are to be loaded, kept, and replaced in cache are usually guided by
heuristics, i.e., speculation about which items might be accessed in the near future.

The use of speculative decision mechanisms leads to variable memory access times. The duration of
each particular memory access, in turn, depends on the state in which the preceding operations have left
the cache. Both effects (the fact that memory access times vary and the dependency of actual memory
access times on the execution history) taken together contribute to the complexity of WCET analysis.



Software Optimization for Frequent Scenarios: Real-time programmers use algorithms and program-
ming techniques that have proven to be effective for non real-time applications. In non real-time appli-
cations, speed optimization for the most probable (i.e., frequent) scenarios is the primary goal. Temporal
predictability is not an issue. In order to favour frequent cases, non real-time algorithms choose the ac-
tions to be performed based on input data. Input-data dependent control decisions, however, cause
programs to execute on different execution paths with different execution times. As a consequence the
number of different cases to be considered by the WCET analysis is potentially high.

3 Possible Ways Out of the WCET Dilemma

This section illustrates the potential of alternative hardware and software architectures to simplify
WCET analysis significantly. It provides an alternative to each of the two mentioned design principles.

3.1 Hardware Speedup: Control Instead of Speculation

In contrast to non real-time applications, (hard) real-time applications primarily require temporal
predictability. Appropriate hardware designs therefore support WCET analysis via predictability. This
can be achieved by using memory hierarchies that exercise absolute control on the contents of fast buffers
instead of relying on speculation. Rather than hoping that future memory accesses result in a cache hit,
adequate prefetching strategies make the contents and thus access times of high-speed memory easy to
predict. A memory architecture that achieves predictability by prefetching has been proposed a number
of years ago [2]. Unfortunately, alternative memory architectures have not been further explored.

3.2 Software: Getting Rid of Input-data Dependencies

The second problem we mentioned is that traditional algorithm design and optimization yields code
that behaves differently for different input data. To circumvent this problem and allow for a simple anal-
ysis, program behaviour must be less dependent on input-data values. By reducing input-data dependen-
cies the number of paths to be considered during WCET analysis gets smaller and, as a consequence,
the complexity decreases.

Following this concept we developed the single-path paradigm [6]. The single-path paradigm yields
programs that are fully temporally predictable. The central idea of the paradigm is to generate programs
whose behaviour is completely independent of input data and which thus always execute on the one and
only possible execution path.

Single-path programming builds upon a code transformation that removes data-dependent branching
statements from the code. This code transformation is capable of transforming every WCET-analyzable
piece of code into code with a single path. The transformation uses two different strategies to convert
statements with if-then-else and loop semantics, respectively. If-then-else and other sequential branching
statements with an input-data dependent branching condition are transformed into strictly sequential
code by using if-conversion, [1]. Loops with input-data dependent termination are converted into loops
with a constant — the maximum — iteration count. The termination condition of such loops is built into
the head of a new if statement that is generated in the body of the loop being transformed. As a last step,
if-conversion is applied to the newly generated if statement, see [4].

The fact that programs only have a single execution path makes WCET analysis trivial: First, path
analysis is superfluous: observing the execution path of any code execution with any input data yields



the singleton execution path. Second, the analysis does not need complex and accurate hardware timing
models for static WCET analysis. Since programs following this paradigm only have a single path,
this singleton path is necessarily the worst-case path. Thus, obtaining the WCET by measurements is
possible (either by measurements on the target or on a cycle-accurate hardware simulator) and there is
no need to build any specific tools for static analysis. The latter also provides a solution to dealing with
new hardware features in the analysis (see above). As the WCET analysis of single-path programs does
not require hardware modelling, software developers do not have to wait until tool vendors incorporate
the new features into their models in order to perform WCET analysis for their new platforms.

4 Conclusion

“Is WCET analysis a non-problem?” is the question posed in the title. To answer this question we
investigated whether highly sophisticated WCET analysis techniques are the correct way to deal with
the complexity of task timing analysis. We discussed hardware and code design practices that cause
complexity and proposed an alternative memory architecture and the single-path programming paradigm
as possible ways out.

The answer to the original question seems to be “Yes and No”: As long as real-time code is coded for
speed rather than temporal predictabiliy and hardware manufacturers continue to use memory hierarchies
that rely on speculation then the answer is ”no” — and we will certainly have to deal with such systems
for at least one more decade. On the other hand, if people get aware of the importance of temporal
predictability and build systems correspondingly, then WCET analysis indeed becomes trivial. So the
new question is if it will be possible to convince people to change their way of thinking and put temporal
predictability first.
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Abstract

Probabilistic methods provide probability density func-
tions for the execution time or the assumed worst case
execution time instead of a single WCET value. While
the resulting probability tends to fall towards zero quickly,
the actual zero value, i.e. the 100 % guarantee, is reached
only with unreasonable overestimation of the real WCET.
In order to cope with this, this paper proposes to use sim-
ilar techniques to hardware dependability analysis, where
a 100 % guarantee is physically impossible and a certain,
usually very small amount of risk is acceptable.

1 Motivation

Modern high performance processors include many fea-
tures which usually make cycle true simulation infeasible.
As a result this either imposes impractical limitations on
the code or operating system to allow for WCET estima-
tion, or the methods used to capture these effects have to
introduce simplifications that lead to results which may be
up to an order of magnitude beyond the physical possible
WCET.

One possibility to get around this problem is the de-
ployment of statistical methods. Throughout this paper

�
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the validity of these methods is assumed. Additionally it
has to be assumed that the methods provide a description
of the program behaviour which correctly covers the exe-
cution time for all modi of operation. A major problem of
such approaches is that they result in approximations of
the (worst case) execution time, whose probabilities are
non-zero, but very small for a long way beyond the phys-
ical WCET. The question now is, whether one has to go
for the zero-probability of an error, which tends to be as
pessimistic as static WCET analysis, or if a probabilistic
guarantee suffices. While the first case has no real advan-
tage compared to static WCET analysis, the second has
the open issue as to which probabilistic guarantee to ac-
cept as good.

2 Probabilistic WCET Analysis

Research in probabilistic WCET analysis can be divided
in two categories:

� Appraches using observed test cases to reason about
the probability of an execution time not observed
during the tests.

� Approaches analysing small parts of the program
in order to reason about the probability of different
combinations of the results of the smaller units.



As there are currently no publications in the second
area, we will focus on an example of the first research
area. Stewart Edgar uses a black box approach in [1]. The
description of the method here can only be very coarse
and the reader should have a look at the original papers
on this topic (e.g. [1, 2]).

The program is run several times, with random input
data and the end-to-end execution time of the program
runs are measured. As it is obvious, the measurements
will not likely include the physical WCET of the pro-
gram on that processor in the general case, extreme value
statistics are deployed to reason about the execution time
longer than any experienced during measurement. Ex-
treme value statistics are concerned with modelling the
right and/or left hand tail of a probability distribution, as
opposed to the modelling of the average case with con-
ventional statistics. This induces that outliers in the mea-
surement data, which are usually disregarded with con-
ventional statistics, have considerable impact on the mod-
elling parameters of extreme value probability density
functions.

Extreme value statistics are well known in the area of
financial risk assessment and civil engineering. In the lat-
ter case the assessment of maximum wind speeds or flood
levels is computed utilising these technique in order to
dimension the statics of buildings. There are three type
of extreme value probability density functions, described
with a theorem which corresponds to the central limit the-
orem of the normal distributions. As a necessary precon-
dition to apply this technique, the underlying random vari-
ables have to be independent and identically distributed.

For the approach the most simple solution of a Gumble
distribution has been chosen. This model only uses de-
viation and mean of the random variable, in our case the
observed execution time. The following equation show
the Gumble probability density function and the cumula-
tive Gumble probability density function:
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Figure 1: Sample Measurement Data and Extreme Value
Approximation.
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The cumulative variant expresses the probability of an ex-
ecution time below the value B .

An example execution time measured and the corre-
sponding Gumble distribution is given in figure 1. The
measured times are given in a kernel density transformed
representation. The transformation is used to display dis-
crete data as a continuous curve and thus allowing the
comparison by inspection with the extreme value approx-
imation.

A major drawback of using the Gumble distribution
to approximation is the non-zero probability for execu-
tion times, except for CED . While the probability of the
execution time exceeding FHGI beyond the mean is onlyF�J G�K�L-MON , the “risk” is still there. As experiments show,
this probability reaches quickly PJ GLQMORTS and less with an
overestimation of some 10% (cf. [3]).
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Figure 2: Typical Variation of Fault Ratio of Hardware
Components over Time [4].

3 Hardware Considerations

This section will give a short introduction in the mecha-
nisms to risk assessment of hardware components. Fig-
ure 2 shows the typical distribution of hardware faults in
electronic equipment over time.

During the period of burn in the probability of hard-
ware failure is higher, due to faults in the productions of
the components. A good example for such a behaviour are
errors due to the statistic deviation in the doting of semi-
conductors. To avoid the high probability of failures in
the burn in period, the components are in general case run
for a time before deployment in a dependable system to
weed out bad components. This process is in most cases
speeded up by undertaking this testing phase under more
extreme circumstances than the system has to endure in
real operation (e.g. heat, cold, mechanical stress). Thus a
production error that might show up only after months or
years down the line is uncovered after a few hours or days
of operation.

After the burn in time, the hardware components reach
a more or less constant failure rate of � . Usually this use-
ful lifetime is quite long. In the end the wear out sets
in, where, for example, saturation effects1 in the semicon-

1One problem in the semiconductor industry is that the doting of

ductor set in. The failure rate � after burn in as well as
the average life time of a given hardware component is
usually known. The reliability ������� of a component not
to fail is given in equation 3.

� �	����
 ������ (3)

For the computation of system failure usually the mean

time to failure (i.e. � ) is taken to compute the overall sys-
tems failure rate. Since the usual failure rate is less then
one failure in the lifetime ( ��� � � � ) of a product, the failure
rate can be transformed into a failure probability (� � � � � ) for
the lifetime of the system. This failure probability can be
computed using equation 4.

� � � � � 

����� �  !
" ��������#�� (4)

A similar reasoning may also be applied to software
components. The major difference between software and
hardware components is the discrete nature of failures of
the software components as opposed to the continuous na-
ture of failures of the hardware components. Assuming
the program has no algorithmic errors, exceeding a com-
putation time alloted to the program can be considered
a software failure in real-time systems. A basic require-
ment for this is the assumption that the probability for an
overrun of the alloted time for an individual run � �%$'&	�)(*( is
known and constant for all runs. Additionally the max-
imum amount of task releases for any given time is es-
sential for the computation. This is usually defined as a
minimal inter arrival time �,+*-.(	/

The probability of a failure over the lifetime of the
product is computed using equation 5.

� � � � � 
 0213�40516� ��$.&)�	(%( �87 � �  !9�: ;=< >
(5)

Defining an acceptable failure probability during the
lifetime, which would be in the order of magnitude of

semiconductors may be done by diffusion and these donated atoms tend
to start drifting inside the semiconductor.
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the failure probability of an hardware failure, it is easy
to compute an acceptable �����������	� transforming equation 5
into:

�
���������	�� �����
��� ��� ���� � � � ! " # (6)

4 Conclusion

While the number of publications in the area of prob-
abilistic WCET estimation is quite limited up to now,
the number of people working on this issue is becoming
larger. Interpreting an overrun of an assumed value for
the WCET of a program as a software fault, similar prob-
abilistic techniques as for hardware component failures
may be used. This is particular useful whenever proba-
bilistic methods are utilised to reason about the WCET, as
these methods tend to provide probability density func-
tions to describe the WCET instead of a single value. The
validity and applicability of this method is subject to dis-
cussion.
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